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ABSTRACT
The Impact of Corporate Engagement in Open-Source Enterprise Systems Community on
Release Performance
BY
Peiwei Li
June 23, 2022

Committee Chairs:

Likoebe M. Maruping & Lars Mathiassen

Major Academic Unit:

Center for Digital Innovation
& Department of Computer Information Systems

With the rise of corporate-sponsored open-source software (OSS) projects in the software
industry, open-source enterprise systems (OS-ES) have become essential alternatives for small
businesses to adopt and use the advanced business software packages. With a longitudinal study
of a mature, collectively developed open source software project, we examine how corporatecommunal engagement affects OS-ES performance through the theoretical perspective of group
faultlines. Further, we propose that various release types can moderate the relationship between
corporate-communal engagement and OS-ES release performance. Using ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression with a final data set consisting of 124 data points (i.e., releases periods), we
find that the relationship between corporate-communal engagement and OS-ES release
performance is best characterized as a curvilinear relationship (U-shape relationship). That is, the
evenness of corporate-communal engagement results in a reduced OS-ES release performance,
and the unevenness of corporate-communal engagement can increase the OS-ES release
performance in the forms of improved quality and innovativeness. Moreover, this curvilinear
relationship is likely to be weaker in consolidating releases than in expanding releases. We find
that our propositions are supported by the data. This dissertation provides various theoretical and
practical contributions. Theoretically, we advance a theoretical framework to understand the
effects and outcomes of corporate-communal engagement and release type contingencies by
applying group faultlines theory to explain our research model. Further, we propose an
alternative perspective on understanding software releases by distinguishing OS-ES releases into
consolidating and expanding releases. Practically, this study provides suggestions and insights
for corporate managers, open-source leaders, and small businesses to better engage in OS-ES
development and adopt proper OS-ES products.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Enterprise systems (ES) are complex commercial software packages that streamline the flow of
information and transaction data to support diverse company functions and business activities
(Davenport 1998; Markus and Tanis 2000). ES promise seamless information integration through
various enterprise software applications such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer
relationship management (CRM), and supply chain management (SCM) (Davenport 1998).
Despite the apparent advantages of ES, many small businesses still cannot afford to adopt it due
to its high cost of maintenance and upfront fees (Lee et al. 2009; Olson et al. 2018). According to
a report released by the Office of Advocacy, small businesses contribute over two-thirds of new
jobs in the US and account for over 44% of the country's economic activity. To effectively
compete in the market, the leading enterprise system vendors have been increasingly focused on
developing effective marketing strategies that can help small businesses (Makus and Tanis 2000;
Olson et al. 2018). According to SAP, the company has stated that it will provide a simplified
version of its software to help small businesses. Microsoft, on the other hand, has committed to
providing its customers with an affordable price range (Lee et al. 2009). As the demand for ES
grows among small businesses, the emergence of open-source software (OSS) technology
provides a viable alternative for small businesses—open-source enterprise systems (OS-ES;
Boulanger 2005).
Traditionally, ES are developed out in-house by large organizations such as SAP, Microsoft, and
Oracle (Davenport 1998). These ES vendors have strict control over development processes and
are responsible for regular ES upgrades and maintenance (Lindberg et al. 2016; Olson et al.
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2018). Raymond (1999) refers to this form of organizing as the cathedral model of development.
The cathedral model involves establishing an embedded hierarchy that enables developers to
manage and coordinate their work across various departments and regions (Lindberg et al. 2016).
Large organizations usually have to pay substantial costs to hire skilled developers to
successfully develop large-scale and complex ES (Curtis et al. 1998). In such a way, these ES
vendors offer expensive closed-source systems and a limited scope of ES functionalities to be
extended or modified (Dörner et al. 2009).
In contrast to the cathedral model, OSS development refers to the bazaar model (Raymond
1999). OSS development has fundamentally changed the way software is designed by utilizing a
community approach to software development and providing external developers with broader
access and authority (Daniel et al. 2013; Setia et al. 2012). Notably, OSS development has
presented an alternative to the oligopolistic control of the ES market by large organizations, such
as SAP, Microsoft, and Oracle. Considering the open nature of OSS, OS-ES development
provides opportunities for external developers to contribute freely and offers small businesses
free access to ES products (Mockus et al. 2002; Setia et al. 2012).
OS-ES development shares similar advantages as OSS development in general: capability to
rapidly identify and resolve defects (Raymond 1999), capability to produce high-quality software
(Mockus et al. 2002), capability to infuse new ideas, and capability to reduce development time
(Chesbrough 2003). However, despite these advantages, most OS-ES are not as successful as
they could be. Previous research has noted that open source is not a mature area when it comes to
developing large-scale and complex applications, such as CRM, ERP, content management
systems, and business intelligence products (Bruce et al. 2006; Johansson and Sudzina 2008;
Olson et al. 2018). There are various reasons for this. One of the most significant reasons is that
12
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the continuous development of OS-ES cannot satisfy the requirements of small businesses
(Johansson and Sudzina 2008), such as adding new features, eliminating maintenance
obligations, and providing professional customer support. Because most small businesses do not
possess the necessary IT expertise to resolve issues or customize features by themselves, they
rely entirely on the OS-ES community. Consequently, the lack of the requisite continuous
development of OS-ES can affect their critical business activities and erode their engagements
with OS-ES (Hauge et al. 2010; Li et al. 2020). Thus, we seek to explore a sustainable and
effective way to develop and manage OS-ES.
1.2 Research Motivation and Research Question
As the market demand for OS-ES among small businesses increases (Olson et al. 2018),
developers are trying to capture more market share by improving the quality and innovativeness
of OS-ES. Thus, OS-ES success becomes increasingly essential to both the OS-ES developers
and small businesses. On the one hand, small businesses rely on the performance (e.g.,
sustainability and effectiveness) of OS-ES to achieve their business objectives. Thus, the success
of their organizations is largely dependent on the effectiveness of their implemented OS-ES. On
the other hand, OS-ES developers can reap considerable benefits from a successful OS-ES in
terms of reputation, career opportunities, and monetary benefits (Roberts et al. 2006). So, a better
understanding of OS-ES development holds important practical implications for both the OS-ES
developers and small businesses. As noted in the previous research, OS-ES development inherits
various advantages and challenges of traditional OSS development. Similar to OSS development,
globally distributed developers grant many advantages to OS-ES development through their
diversified expertise and voluntary contributions (Giuri et al. 2010; Von Krogh et al. 2012;
Daniel et al. 2013). However, the large number of these OS-ES developers may be problematic
13
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and cause difficulties in leveraging their contributions due to the responsiveness is timeconsuming (Lakhani and Von Hippel 2003; Markus 2007). For example, it is challenging for
both corporations and OSS leaders to screen and coordinate such a huge number of developers
and their contributions to reach the goal of effective OSS development. Thus, the success of OSES development would become difficult to attain without effectively leveraging these voluntary
developers and their contributions. From the perspective of OS-ES developers, it is also critical
for them to effectively engage in OS-ES development activities and sustainably provide
necessary service, maintenance, and updates for the software.
Successful OS-ES projects on GitHub always need a group of developers who have the requisite
skills and necessary knowledge base to deal with user-raised issues and deliver various releases.
Integrating the insights of previous literature and our observations of successful OS-ES projects,
we note that successful OS-ES projects are often backed by a sponsoring organization (Eilhard
2009; Germonprez et al. 2012; Giovacchini 2017; Priharsari et al. 2020). The success of
sponsored OSS (e.g., OS-ES) projects hinges on a symbiotic community (Giovacchini 2017;
Priharsari et al. 2020) combining the merits of both sponsored developers (SD)—who represent
the interests of the sponsoring organization—and volunteer developers (VD; Setia et al. 2012;
Spaeth et al. 2015)—who are not affiliated with the sponsor and freely contribute their time and
expertise. We believe that the collaboration between SD and VD in OS-ES projects provides an
alternative approach to developing large-scale and complex OSS projects. In such a way, we
describe this collaboration between SD and VD as corporate-communal engagement and define
it as symbiotic ecosystem enabling both community volunteer developers (VD) and corporation
sponsored developers (SD) to continuously participate, commit, and coordinate for OS-ES value
co-creation (Dahlander and Magnusson 2005; Stewart et al. 2006; Germonprez et al. 2012; West
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and Sims 2016; Germonprez et al. 2017; Priharsari et al. 2020). The SD are the ones who
represent the sponsoring organization, while the VD are the ones who act as the communal
engagement (Mockus et al. 2002; West and O’Mahony 2008; Priharsari et al. 2020). Previous
literature has identified mixed findings of corporate-communal engagement on software
development performance (See Table 2.1 for the summary of previous findings; Dahlander and
Wallin 2006; West and O’Mahony 2008; West and Lakhani 2008; Dahlander and Magnusson
2008; Stuermer et al. 2009; Teigland et al. 2014; Germonprez et al. 2017). For example,
corporate-communal engagement can be mutually beneficial such that both the corporation and
the open source community can benefit from the continuous exchange of knowledge and
expertise, which can result in diffusion of innovation (Dahlander and Wallin 2006; West and
O’Mahony 2008) and improvement of system quality (Shah 2006; Murray and O’Mahony 2007).
In contrast, corporate-communal engagement can cause competition between SD and VD as both
groups of developers simultaneously seek to prioritize their own interests and goals (West and
O’Mahony 2008; Giovacchini 2017; Priharsari et al. 2020). The proportion of representation of
such competing interests can affect the likelihood of achieving success. Consequently, we
introduce group faultline (Lau and Murnighan 1998; Thatcher and Patel 2012) as our backbone
theory to explain how corporate-communal engagement can influence OS-ES development,
guided by our first research question: what is the impact of corporate-communal engagement on
OS-ES release performance? As all these activities and contributions of OS-ES are finally
reflected through a delivered release, we believe the characteristics of OS-ES releases hold
important implications in OS-ES development. Inspired by the prior research on digital debt and
digital options (Rolland et al. 2018), we distinguish OS-ES releases into consolidating and
expanding releases based on the understanding of release notes. Thus far, we propose that
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various release types may have different impacts on the relationship between corporatecommunal engagement and OS-ES release performance, guided by our second research question:
how does the release type influence the relationship between corporate-communal engagement
and OS-ES release performance? Next, we elaborate on our research questions by introducing
the group faultlines theory and our key concepts.
Building upon Lau and Murnighan’s (1998) seminal conceptual work on demographic faultlines,
Thatcher and Patel (2012) defined group faultlines as “hypothetical dividing lines that split a
group or a team into two or more subgroups based on one or more individual attributes.” The
demographic attributes of a group can lead to the creation of hypothetical dividing lines. These
lines can be caused by the alignment of various factors such as race, sex, and educational
background (Bezrukova et al. 2009). We extend the application of this idea beyond
demographics to include views and interests that are fundamental to the groups’ objectives.
Developers of OS-ES can also create a strong faultline by aligning their functional background,
experience, and strategic objectives with the demographic attributes of the group. This can result
in the creation of two homogenous subgroups—SD and VD. In such a way, the tension between
VD and SD will increase when a strong faultline is activated. The intense conflict between
groups will negatively affect the group outcomes (Thatcher and Patel 2012). Particularly, a
strong faultline can be enabled by the evenness—i.e., equality—of subgroup size (Lau and
Murnighan 1998; Thatcher and Patel 2012). Thatcher and Patel (2012) explain that the evenness
of subgroup size could be linked to the presence of stronger faultlines. As the preceding
discussion suggests, the evenness of SD and VD (e.g., in terms of their group size) can form a
strong faultline and cause intensive competition between the sponsoring corporation and the
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open source community. In turn, these conflicts will result in a reduced OS-ES release
performance.
In this dissertation, we conceptualize corporate-communal engagement into three types:
corporate-communal representation, corporate-communal contribution, and corporate-communal
responsiveness. First, corporate-communal representation indicates the group size of corporation
sponsored developers (i.e., SD) and volunteer developers emerging from the open source
community (i.e., VD). Second, corporate-communal contribution reflects the number of
committed tasks by both sponsoring corporation (i.e., SD committed tasks) and the open source
community (i.e., VD committed tasks). Finally, corporate-communal responsiveness spots the
amount of responsiveness offered by both sponsoring corporation (i.e., SD offered responses)
and the open source community (i.e., VD offered responses).
Further, inspired by the research on digital debt and digital options (Rolland et al. 2018) and the
merits of previous research on release notes, we distinguish the OS-ES releases into two types:
expanding and consolidating releases (See the summary in Table 3.2; Huang et al. 2016; Bi et al.
2020). The main goal of the OS-ES releases is to improve the overall experience of users by
adopting new features and eliminating existing bugs. According to the different information
carried by OS-ES releases, expanding releases are likely to focus on knowledge addition in the
form of realizing option-oriented tasks such as function expansion and improvement (Benaroch
et al. 2006; Lankton and Luft 2008). In contrast, consolidating releases are likely to focus on
knowledge modification in the form of resolving debt-oriented tasks such as fixing bugs,
refactoring weak code, and upgrading system security (Singh et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2016; Bi
et al. 2020). Therefore, we propose that corporate-communal engagement (i.e., corporate-
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communal representation, contribution, and responsiveness) has a significantly lower influence
on the OS-ES release performance for consolidating releases than for expanding releases.
We structure the rest of the dissertation by introducing the theoretical background of OS-ES
development, corporate-communal engagement in OSS development, and group faultlines
theory. Then, we elaborate on our theoretical framing with corporate-communal engagement and
OS-ES release types. Next, we present our research model and associated hypotheses followed
by the research methods, including the research context, case selection, data coding, and data
analysis. Further, I conduct a series of additional analyses to assess the robustness of my results.
Finally, we discuss theoretical and practical implications with limitations and future research
directions.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background
2.1 ES Development in Open-source Context
Generally, there are two fundamentally different models for developing large-scale and complex
software (e.g., ES): the cathedral and the bazaar models (Raymond 1999). The traditional
development model was referred to by the term “cathedral,” as a cathedral is closely controlled
and operated by an organization (Raymond 1999; Dörner et al. 2009; Olson et al. 2018). For
example, the embedded control and rules of the “cathedral” model provide required
responsiveness within and between various teams in large-scale software development
(Christopher et al. 2009; Olson et al. 2018). The “bazaar” model implies a free market of ideas
without traditional organizational hierarchies and associated institutionalized responsiveness
mechanisms (Raymond 1999; Winter et al. 2014; Lindberg et al. 2016; Olson et al. 2018). For
instance, any developer can access the source code and join the bazaar by requesting new
features and reporting bugs (Dörner et al. 2009).
ES has traditionally been developed under the cathedral model, giving rise to famous
corporations such as SAP, Azure (by Microsoft), and Oracle (Davenport 1998; Olson et al.
2018). These organizations closely hold their intellectual property rights and strictly control the
ES development processes with rules and norms (Lindberg et al. 2016; Olson et al. 2018).
Further, the embedded hierarchical organization structure provides governance and
responsiveness mechanisms that enable large-scale and complex ES development (Lindberg et
al. 2016). For example, ES development requires intensive cooperation within and between
engineering and management teams located in different departments to make sense of the extant
functions and envision ES development directions (Poile et al. 2009; Lindberg et al. 2016). The
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“cathedral” ES development model offers robust protections on their source code by hiring
contract software developers and limited capability to customize or extend ES functionalities
(Dörner et al. 2009; Olson et al. 2018). For example, in traditional ES development, it is
impossible for business users to develop add-ons freely (Olson et al. 2018).
Recently, there has been a rise in ES that are developed under the bazaar model—a viable
alternative to traditional software development. As opposed to the “cathedral” model, OSS
development relies on code modularization and superposition of tasks (Howison and Crowston
2014; Lindberg et al. 2016; Medappa and Srivastava 2019). For example, most OSS tasks are
accomplished through the incremental layering of contributions rather than co-work or
concurrent task development (Lindberg et al. 2016; Medappa and Srivastava 2019). This
“bazaar” development 1) allows developers and users to have full access to the source code and
freedom to customize the software; 2) allows distributed decision-making power; 3) offers a
community version of OS-ES with reduced costs (Serrano and Sarriegi 2006; Sen 2007; Dörner
et al. 2009).
Recently, OSS technology has gradually shifted its focus from low-level infrastructure to
business applications and attracted increased attention in the ES industry (Johansson and Sudzina
2008; Dörner et al. 2009; Li et al. 2020). The emergent OS-ES development represents a unique
OSS development context and inherits many advantages of OSS development. First, large-scale
OS-ES development is built upon collaboration through open superposition. Open superposition
is distinct from organizing via hierarchies (Benkler 2002; Powell 1990; Howison and Crowston
2014). Howison and Crowston (2014) defined it as “the process of depositing motivationally
independent layers of work on top of each other over time.” In other words, distributed
developers contribute to a functionally interdependent IT artifact through the autonomous
20
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production of independent layers (Howison and Crowston 2014; Medappa and Srivastava 2019).
Open superposition through superposed tasks and incremental layering has been found as an
effective way to accomplish complex tasks in open source communities (Howison and Crowston
2014; Medappa and Srivastava 2019). This unique work breakdown structure enabled by open
superposition can enhance the motivation of OS-ES developers (Medappa and Srivastava 2019).
For example, this work breakdown structure satisfies OS-ES developers’ autonomy by
minimizing developers' interdependencies and addressing the need for relatedness by layering
tasks on others’ work (Medappa and Srivastava 2019).
Second, on top of collaborations through open superposition, OS-ES development requires a
governance mechanism to address interdependencies among developers and tasks (Howison and
Crowston 2014; Lindberg et al. 2016). For example, essential OS-ES tasks require governance
from core developers (e.g., merging a pull request) because of the need to integrate knowledge
and align project goals into development tasks. In the absence of traditional organizational
hierarchies, OS-ES development can benefit from the contributions of community volunteer
developers (VD) and sponsored developers (SD). The VD who emerge from the community
possess localized knowledge and communal resource for further development (Von Krogh et al.
2013; Lindberg et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2021). The SD hired by the sponsoring organizations
have the authority to prioritize their own interests (Chen et al. 2021) and sufficient knowledge to
maintain the OSS development (Mockus et al. 2002). Previous literature has identified that OSS
projects are increasingly affiliated with formal organizations such as for-profit corporations
(Stewart et al. 2006) and that such projects are characterized by developers from both the
sponsoring organization (i.e., sponsored developers) and open source community (i.e., volunteer
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developers; Daniel et al .2018). That is, the work they perform reflects the interests of the
corporation and the community simultaneously (Daniel et al .2018).
As a notable example of large-scale OSS, OS-ES has received considerable industry attention.
For instance, it has become common for firms—such as Home Depot, Toyota, and Fidelity—to
invest in OS-ES projects (Weber 2005; Olson et al. 2018). To better understand ES development
in the open-source context, this dissertation investigates how to deliver successful OS-ES
systems through the collaboration of sponsored and volunteer developers—corporate-communal
engagement. Next, we present an overview of the literature related to corporate-communal
engagement in open source development.
2.2 Corporate-Communal Engagement in Open-source Software Development
Corporate-communal engagement has transformed the open source landscape, and in doing so,
has created a managed and stabilized development environment and supported structured
practices in OS-ES development (Kelty 2013; Germonprez et al. 2017). Initially, open source
was a philosophy that utilized distributed voluntary talents and contributions to realize the
objective of free and open software development (Coleman 2012; Germonprez et al. 2017). The
past 15 years have seen a remarkable rise in corporations joining open source communities,
which may enable and constrain communal engagements (Germonprez et al. 2017). Thus far,
open source software development has moved beyond the basement hacker image to include
sponsored developers who leverage, differentiate, and contribute to corporate value (Jeppesen
and Frederiksen 2006; Dahlander et al. 2008; Germonprez et al. 2012).
Corporate-communal engagement has become a viable way to develop open source software that
incorporates both corporate and communal characteristics (Eilhard 2009; Germonprez et al.
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2012; Giovacchini 2017; Maruping et al. 2019). For example, it is much more common in
complex open source software development (e.g., OS-ES development). Based on our
observations of nearly 1000 OS-ES projects hosted on GitHub, we observe that majority of
successful OS-ES projects involve developers coming from sponsoring corporations. With
corporate-communal engagement, OS-ES are developing and evolving through both corporate
and community ideals (Germonprez et al. 2012).
Corporate-communal engagement has been validated by previous literature in the expression of
corporate engagement in open source communities (Dahlander and Wallin 2006; West and
O’Mahony 2008; Teigland et al. 2014; Spaeth et al. 2015; Germonprez et al. 2017; Priharsari et
al. 2020). West and Mahoney (2008, p. 149) defined sponsored open source community as “one
where one (or more) corporate entities control the community’s short- or long-term activities.” In
this arrangement, the sponsoring corporation and the open source community together establish a
symbiotic relationship to fulfill the objective of system co-development and value co-creation
(Priharsari et al. 2020). Building upon this, prior research has identified mixed results on how
corporate-communal engagement impacts OSS projects’ success (Dahlander and Magnusson
2005; Dahlander and Magnusson 2008; West and O’Mahony 2008; Germonprez et al. 2017).
Specifically, corporate-communal engagement in the form of mutual dependence can result in
high performance, such as innovation and improved quality (Dahlander and Wallin 2006; West
and O’Mahony 2008). In contrast, corporate-communal engagement in the form of competition
engenders lower performance due to the conflicts of goals, interests, and benefits between the
sponsoring corporation and the community (West and O’Mahony 2008; Giovacchini 2017;
Priharsari et al. 2020). We summarize three configurations of corporate-communal engagement
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(see Table 2.1). Next, we will introduce the details of how these different configurations of
corporate-communal engagement can impact OSS success.
Corporate-communal engagement reveals two key groups of developers—sponsored developers
and volunteer developers (West and O’Mahony 2008; Priharsari et al. 2020). The sponsored
developers represent the corporate engagement, while the volunteer developers act as the
communal engagement. Both of these groups can be either control-focused—to affect the project
content and decision-making (West and O’Mahony 2008), or openness-focused—to attract
external developers (i.e., sponsored or community developers) to contribute to the project and
appropriate value from it (Dahlander and Magnusson 2005). For example, control-focused
corporate engagement occurs when the corporate entity controls the project’s short- and longterm activities, while openness-focused corporate engagement occurs when the corporation
opens up access to the external developers (i.e., VD) in order to attract greater growth of
participants (West and O’Mahony 2008). Particularly, Spaeth et al. (2015) observed that
community volunteer developers are more likely to contribute to an OSS project when they
identify that the sponsoring corporation is openness-focused—facilitating knowledge sharing and
adoption between sponsoring corporation and open source community. Configuration 1 indicates
the competition between corporate engagement (i.e., sponsored developers) and communal
engagement (i.e., volunteer developers). Within this configuration, both groups are controlfocused. Sponsored and volunteer developers simultaneously seek to control the open source
project to realize their own primary goals. For example, the primary goal of corporations is to
reap the return of their corporate engagement in the open source community (Eilhard 2009),
while the goal of the open source community would be to improve the capabilities of shared
technology (West and O’Mahony 2008). Related studies have recognized this competition in
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corporate-communal engagement. For example, sponsored and volunteer developers are
competing to control the OSS project content and goals (West and O’Mahony 2008; Giovacchini
2017; Priharsari et al. 2020), and their ultimate objective is to compete to control the values and
outcomes of the OSS project (West and O’Mahony 2008). Prior research has further explored
approaches to mitigate this conflict by leveraging the access to resources, aligning corporate and
communal strategies, and assimilating corporate and communal knowledge (Dahlander and
Magnusson 2005; Dahlander and Magnusson 2008). For instance, Chen et al. (2021) proposed
the semi-decentralized governance structure where combining both the merits of SD and VD can
result in higher performance in platform management.
Corporate-communal engagement can be mutually beneficial in the form of diffusion of
innovation, learning of shared knowledge, and improvement of system quality (Dahlander and
Wallin 2006; West and O’Mahony 2008; Stuermer et al. 2009; Germonprez et al. 2017).
Configurations 2 and 3 present the mutual dependence between corporate engagement (i.e.,
sponsored developers) and communal engagement (i.e., volunteer developers). With
configuration 2, the mutual dependence is realized through an openness-focused corporate
engagement and a control-focused communal engagement. In other words, open source
development is more aligned with and incentivized by communal engagement. This
configuration is widely reported and extensively explored in the previous literature in the
expression of sponsored developers embracing volunteer developers, and volunteer developers
increasing their influence in open source development. For example, sponsored developers seek
to attract volunteer developers’ innovative contributions by opening up access to the open source
community (West and O’Mahony 2008; West and Lakhani 2008; Dahlander and Magnusson
2008; Teigland et al. 2014), while volunteer developers look for opportunities to represent their
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perspectives, leverage their local information, and improve their reputation through influencing
the decision-making process (Ostrom 1990; Robert et al. 2006; Dahlander 2007; Von Krogh et
al. 2012; Chen et al. 2021). With this mutual dependence ecosystem (i.e., community-driven),
open source development is expected to 1) create commitment incentives for volunteer
developers and result in more innovative contributions from communal engagement (Dahlander
and Wallin 2006); 2) enable path-breaking innovations when volunteer developers can freely
express their perspectives and leverage their local information with open access provided by
sponsoring corporations (Dahlander and Wallin 2006; West and O’Mahony 2008; West and
Lakhani 2008; Setia et al. 2012; O’Mahony and Karp 2022); and 3) establish new development
standards as volunteer developers can promote their domain-specific knowledge to support the
establishment of new standards (Fleming and Waguespack 2007; West and O’Mahony 2008).
The other mutual dependence configuration (i.e., configuration 3) of corporate-communal
engagement is recognized through a control-focused corporate engagement and an opennessfocused communal engagement. Specifically, in this configuration, open source development is
regulated and driven by corporation engagement. It has been discussed in the previous literature
in the expression of sponsored developers participating in attracting greater development
activities and reaping the benefits of volunteer developer efforts by applying regulatory and
governance structure, while the open source community keeps adopting the knowledge and
standards of corporations (West and O’Mahony 2008; Stürmer 2009; Von Krogh et al. 2012;
Chen et al. 2021). On the one hand, corporations can prioritize their own interests, in
corporation-driven open source communities, over the community and align the decision-making
process with their strategy goals (Stürmer 2009; Chen et al. 2021). On the other hand, the open
source community enjoys the expertise and professional leadership that comes with corporations
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(Eilhard 2009; Germonprez et al. 2013). With this mutual dependence ecosystem (i.e.,
corporation-driven), open source development is expected to 1) create commitment incentives
for corporate developers to contribute and embed corporate views and standards in the open
source community for reaping the returns of volunteer developer efforts via streamlining the
development processes (Dahlander and Wallin 2006; Germonprez et al. 2013); 2) enable
improved system quality and sustainability with long-term project affiliations (Dahlander and
Wallin 2006; Stürmer 2009); and 3) enable further development by refining development
iterations (Shah 2006; Murray and O’Mahony 2007; West and O’Mahony 2008; Stürmer 2009).
For example, Shah (2006) found that volunteer developers who are motivated by reciprocity
rarely spent time reﬁning their code before contributing it to the community. With the
development standards integrated by corporate engagement, developers have to refine the code
to improve the code quality (Eilhard 2009).
Similar evidence has been found in OSS governance literature—a separate form of corporatecommunal engagement. For example, the SD seek to govern the OSS project exclusively,
allowing them to shape the decision-making process and project outcomes (Chen et al. 2021),
while the VD look for leveraging their influence on OSS project and intent to collectively govern
the OSS activities (De Noni et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2021). Still, these three configurations can be
used well in the governance context. However, it is unclear on how to achieve mutual
dependence instead of competition with the engagement of both SD and VD.
As these earlier studies have recognized the paradoxical nature of corporate-communal
engagement (i.e., competition vs. mutual dependence), there have been only limited attempts to
understand how to benefit from this symbiotic relationship, particularly in the context of OS-ES
development. This dissertation seeks to investigate the ideal level of corporate-communal
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engagement (i.e., the ideal composition of SD and VD) in terms of achieving the optimal OS-ES
release performance.
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Table 2.1 Configurations of Corporate-communal Engagement

Corporate Engagement
(Control-Focused)

Communal
Engagement
(Control-Focused)

Communal
Engagement
(Openness-Focused)

Corporate Engagement
(Openness-Focused)

Configuration 1. Competition
(Low Performance)

Configuration 2. Mutual Dependence with
Community-driven Community
(Innovation-oriented High Performance)

•

•

•

Compete for controlling the OSS project content and
decision-making (West & O’Mahonny 2008;
Giovacchini 2017; Priharsari et al. 2020).
Compete for controlling the values and outcomes of
the OSS project (West & O’Mahonny 2008).

•
•

Create commitment incentives for communal
developers (Dahlander and Wallin 2006).
Enable path-breaking innovations (West &
O’Mahonny 2008; West and Lakhani 2008).
Establish new development standards (West &
O’Mahonny 2008).

Configuration 3. Mutual Dependence with
Corporation-driven Community
(Quality-oriented High Performance)

Configuration 4. Mutual Dependence Ideally Driven by
Both Corporation and Community
(Highest Performance)

•

•

•
•

Create commitment incentives for corporate
developers (Dahlander and Wallin 2006).
Enable improved system’s quality (Dahlander and
Wallin 2006; Stürmer 2009).
Enable further development by refining design
iterations (Shah 2006; Murray and O’Mahony 2007;
West & O’Mahonny 2008; Stürmer 2009).
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•

Open for the other group to leverage the collaboration
and gain ambidexterity in OS-ES development—
balancing innovation and quality.
Combining the merits of corporation and community
engagement.
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2.3 Group Faultlines Theory
Diversity within organizational groups is a challenge for organizations. To harness the benefits
of groups and minimize the process losses associated with these groups, organizations have
focused on group composition and individual attribute alignment (Thatcher and Patel 2012). For
example, Lau and Murnighan (1998) address these issues by introducing an interesting concept
of group faultlines. They noted that the alignment of individual demographic attributes (e.g., age)
within a group tends to divide a larger group into subgroups of different ages (Lau and
Murnighan 1998). Building upon Lau and Murnighan’s (1998) research on group faultlines,
Thatcher and Patel (2012, p. 970) defined group faultlines as “hypothetical dividing lines that
split a group or a team into two or more subgroups based on one or more individual attributes.”
These hypothetical dividing lines—group faultlines—can be formed by aligning various
individual demographic attributes (e.g., race, sex, nationality, age, and educational background;
Bezrukova et al. 2009). Aside from their demographic characteristics, other factors such as
personal values or personality may also lead to active subgroups within a larger group (Lau and
Murnighan 1998).
Previous research on group faultlines has focused on finding appropriate ways of measuring
group faultlines (Thatcher and Patel 2012). For example, Shaw (2004) described a methodology
for measuring group faultlines and their relative strength by considering the following five steps:
selection of proper attributes, identification of discrete categories within each attribute,
development of measures based on subgroup internal alignment, calculation of an index of the
“cross-subgroup alignment” of attributes, and combination of the measures of internal and crosssubgroup alignment into an overall index. Considering the relationship between faultline strength
and distance, Zanutto et al. (2011) developed a measurement of group faultlines that reflects how
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far apart the emerging subgroups are on demographic characteristics and captures how many
demographic attributes align within a group. Taking into account that organizations may deal
with multiple subgroups, Meyer and Glenz (2013) proposed a new cluster-based approach—
average silhouette width (ASW)—that identifies the number of subgroups and subgroup
membership. ASW approach is described as a clustering algorithm for identifying the number of
subgroups and for reducing the calculation effort (Thatcher et al. 2003; Meyer and Glenz 2013).
Further, the authors claimed that the ASW measure provides precise measurement of group
faultlines in the presence of multiple subgroups (i.e., more than two subgroups can be identified
in a larger group; Meyer and Glenz 2013).
Building upon the studies on group faultlines measurement, researchers acquire the capabilities
to examine the potential impacts of faultline strength on group-level outcomes. Previous research
has noted that the strength of group faultlines can influence the team processes and outcomes
(e.g., Lau and Murnighan 2005; Bezrukova et al. 2007; Thatcher and Patel 2012). Particularly,
Thatcher and Patel (2012) have identified that the theoretical development of the faultline
concept has led to debates on the effects of faultlines on group-level outcomes. For example, in a
qualitative field study, Earley and Mosakowski (2000) proposed a curvilinear relationship (i.e.,
an upright U-shaped relationship) between team heterogeneity on nationality and team
performance in terms of effectiveness. Bezrukova et al. (2009) posited that not all faultline
compositions (i.e., information-based faultlines—education and work experience) are necessarily
negative for group performance through a moderated model of group faultlines, team
identification, and group performance outcomes. Jehn and Bezrukova (2010) distinguish between
dormant faultlines and activated group faultlines and found that activated faultlines are more
likely to be associated with low levels of satisfaction and group performance than dormant
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faultline groups. Vora and Markoczy (2012) further hypothesized that group faultlines play a
moderating role in influencing the relationship between communication and group performance.
Inspired by the preceding discussions, we believe that group faultline holds important theoretical
implications in the OS-ES development. As the OS-ES are developed based on the collaboration
of corporations and open source communities, two subgroups of developers can easily form
strong group faultlines. For example, in the symbiotic ecosystem of OS-ES development, SD and
VD naturally form two subgroups as they work collaboratively. We hypothesize that the
faultlines between SD and VD can significantly impact the group outcomes (i.e., OS-ES release
performance) through corporate-communal representation, contribution, and responsiveness.
Additionally, previous research has pointed out that the group context (e.g., group size, the
evenness of subgroup size, and the number of subgroups) may affect the extent to which a
faultline influences outcomes (Lau and Murnighan 1998; O’Leary and Mortensen 2010;
Thatcher and Patel 2011; Thatcher and Patel 2012). For example, Thatcher and Patel (2011)
found that group size had an inverted-U effect on faultline strength, confirming that it is unlikely
that subgroups can form strong faultlines when the overall group size is very large (Hart and Van
Vugt 2006). Although relatively few empirical studies have investigated the evenness of
subgroup size, the evenness of subgroups could have important implications for inter-subgroup
dynamics (Lau and Murnighan 1998; Thatcher and Patel 2012). Lau and Murnighan (1998)
noted that subgroups with an uneven number of members could have led to an imbalance in the
distribution of power, resources, and abilities. Further, Thatcher and Patel (2012) examined the
evenness of subgroups and found it was correlated with both stronger and more distant faultlines.
O’Leary and Mortensen (2010) systematically examined the subgroup size. They found that an
imbalance in the size of subgroups may associate with significantly poorer scores on
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responsiveness problems, which could turn into a coalitional mentality. In this dissertation, we
believe the evenness of subgroup size plays a similar role in influencing the group process and
group outcomes. Particularly, we hypothesized that the evenness of subgroup size positively
influences the group Faultline strength. As the evenness of subgroup size activates stronger
group faultlines, team members are likely to be involved in a relationship conflict, task conflict,
and lower team cohesion (Thatcher and Patel 2011), resulting in low OS-ES release
performance. Next, we introduce the definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts and
constructs.
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Chapter 3. Theoretical Framing
3.1 Corporate-communal Engagement in OS-ES Community
Previous research has explored corporate-communal engagement to understand the phenomenon
of for-profit corporations increasingly seeking to leverage this development model (Dahlander
and Magnusson 2005; Stewart et al. 2006; Dahlander and Magnusson 2008; Von Krogh et al.
2012; Germonprez et al. 2017; Daniel et al. 2018; Priharsari et al. 2020). The concept of
corporate-communal engagement has been developed in various ways. Stewart et al. (2006) used
the term organizational sponsorship to indicate a publicly displayed affiliation between the
corporation and the open source community. They define the corporate-communal engagement
in the expression of organization sponsorship as “the fact that some but not all OSS projects are
affiliated with a formal organization such as a for-profit company or a university” (Stewart et al.
2006, p. 128). Building upon the affiliation between corporation and community, researchers
further conceptualize the corporate-communal engagement as an emerging value co-creation
business model that can help promote risk mitigation and open innovation (Germonprez et al.
2012; West and Sims 2016; Germonprez et al. 2017). For instance, Germonprez et al. (2017)
found that corporate-communal engagement can help companies develop effective risk
management strategies. Previous research also defined corporate-communal engagement as a
collaborative ecosystem involving both corporation sponsored developers and community
volunteer developers (Dahlander and Magnusson 2005; Priharsari et al. 2020). Specifically, the
relationships between sponsored developers and volunteer developers can be characterized as
one of three forms: symbiotic, commensalistic, and parasitic ecosystems (Dahlander and
Magnusson 2005). The symbiotic ecosystem implies that the corporation tries to co-develop the
product with the open source community (Dahlander and Magnusson 2005). Specifically,
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corporation and community both have the opportunity to gain benefits in the symbiotic
ecosystem via effective collaboration and knowledge sharing. The commensalistic ecosystem is
an intermediate way to inter-relate to the open source community and it allows corporations to
benefit from the co-existence of the open source community while leaving it without harm
(Dahlander and Magnusson 2005). The corporation will benefit from the commensalistic
ecosystem, as open source developers will be indifferent to it. In contrast, the parasitic ecosystem
implies that the corporation only prioritizes its own benefits, without taking into account that its
actions might sabotage the open source community (e.g., alienate the community developers;
Dahlander and Magnusson 2005). Typically, the firm will be the only winner in parasitic
ecosystem. However, the existing research has been silent on defining corporate-communal
engagement in large-scale OSS projects, such as OS-ES. Considering the large-scale OS-ES
development requires continuous technical support, upgrades, and other resources that
consumers of software products may need, in this study we focused on the symbiotic
ecosystems—the high possibility of influencing the community (Dahlander and Magnusson
2005).
Recognizing the merits of previous research and the uniqueness of OS-ES development, we
define corporate-communal engagement in the context of OS-ES development as symbiotic
ecosystem enabling both community volunteer developers (VD) and corporation sponsored
developers (SD) to continuously participate, commit, and coordinate for OS-ES value cocreation. Essentially, corporate-communal engagement provides opportunities for VD to increase
community influence via representing their perspectives and leveraging their local information
(Germonprez et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2021) and allows SD to align corporate strategies with
communal activities through regulating and governing the OS-ES development process
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(Dahlander and Magnusson 2008; Chen et al. 2021). Building upon our definition and the
observations of OS-ES projects hosted on GitHub, we identify corporate-communal engagement
in OS-ES community as being of three types: 1) corporate-communal representation, 2)
corporate-communal contribution, and 3) corporate-communal responsiveness (The details are
summarized in Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Corporate-communal Engagement in OS-ES Community
Concept

Definition

Corporate-communal
Engagement

Symbiotic ecosystem enabling both community volunteer developers (VD) and corporation sponsored
developers (SD) to continuously participate, commit, and coordinate for OS-ES value co-creation (Dahlander
and Magnusson 2005; Stewart et al. 2006; Germonprez et al. 2012; West and Sims 2016; Germonprez et al.
2017; Priharsari et al. 2020).

Engagement Types

Definitions

Examples

Operationalizations

Corporate-communal
Representation

The evenness in representation of
OS-ES developers participation
between corporation and
community (Eilhard 2009;
Germonprez et al. 2012; Thatcher
and Patel 2012; Germonprez et al.
2017).

# of Participating Sponsored
Developer (SD),
# of Participating Volunteer
Developer (VD).

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)

Corporate-communal
Contribution

The evenness in representation of
OS-ES tasks committed by
corporation and community
developers (Di Tullio and Staples
2013; Germonprez et al. 2017;
Maruping et al. 2019).

# of committed tasks by SD,
# of committed tasks by VD.

# 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑏𝑦 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)

Corporate-communal
Responsiveness

The evenness in representation of
OS-ES responses offered by
corporation and community
developers (Zhang et al. 2013;
Steinmacher et al. 2015; Zhou and
Mockus 2015).

# of responses offered by SD,
# of responses offered by VD.

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)
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3.1.1 Corporate-communal Representation
Corporate-communal engagement is reflected by corporate-communal representation in OS-ES
community (Eilhard 2009; Germonprez et al. 2012; Germonprez et al. 2017). Conventionally, the
open source model was developed with the intention to avoid corporate participation, and the
challenges involved in contributing to the open source community were significant for
corporations due to the open source community being opposed to transforming voluntary efforts
into commercial products (Dahlander and Magnusson 2005; Germonprez et al. 2013). However,
a particular feature of OS-ES is that its development is increasingly affiliated with for-profit
corporations (Stewart et al. 2006). The success of OS-ES development depends on the
collaboration of both corporations and the open source community via the established symbiotic
ecosystem (Priharsari et al. 2020). Additionally, corporate participation not only creates a
positive reinforcement for corporations to further participate in the open source community, but
also improves the capability of the geographically distributed open-source community to produce
commercial-grade code for OS-ES through centered innovation, knowledge, and technologies
(Dahlander and Magnusson 2005; Germonprez et al. 2017). In other words, these participating
SD and VD establish a symbiotic ecosystem for OS-ES value co-creation. Thus far, we propose
that OS-ES developers participation between corporation and community can reflect corporatecommunal engagement significantly. Building upon the co-existence of the corporation (i.e.,
sponsored developers - SD) and the open source community (i.e., volunteer developers - VD) in
OS-ES development, we then define corporate-communal representation as the evenness in
representation of OS-ES developers participation between corporation and community (Eilhard
2009; Germonprez et al. 2012; Thatcher and Patel 2012; Germonprez et al. 2017). To
operationalize the corporate-communal representation, we use the following equation:
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# 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)

~ (0,1)

The above equation describes the evenness of the corporation and community representation in
OS-ES development. With a range from 0 to 1, the larger the value, the higher the level of
corporate engagement in the open source community in terms of corporation representation. For
example, an OS-ES development consists of 10 developers covering the lifespan of a particular
release period. Among these 10 developers, 5 of them are SD, and the rest are VD. The level of
the corporate representation in this release period is 0.5—balanced representation between SD
and VD. The unit of analysis is at the release level of an OS-ES project hosted on GitHub—
SuiteCRM. The SD is labeled as “member” on GitHub, which refers to the developers who come
from the sponsoring corporation; the VD is labeled as “contributor”, which refers to the
developers who emerge from the open source community.
3.1.2 Corporate-communal Contribution
Corporate-communal engagement is reflected by corporate-communal contribution in OS-ES
community (Maruping et al. 2019). As Maruping et al. (2019) posited that developers’
contribution grows as their commitment rises and sufficient contribution is foundamental for OSES development. The corporate-communal engagement of OS-ES development allows value cocreation through the contributions of both SD and VD. To develop OS-ES that is at least as
robust and creative as traditional ES, it is always critical for OS-ES projects to attract sufficient
developer contributions, given the lack of contractual obligation tying them to a certain project
(Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona 2006; Seidel and Stewart 2011; Maruping et al. 2019). For
example, SD will feel a strong commitment and contribute more when they embrace the OSS
ideology (Eilhard 2009; Daniel et al. 2018); VD will have a strong commitment and higher level
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of contribution to OS-ES projects when they experience a higher contribution level, which can
also result in higher performance (Von Krogh and Hippel 2006). In other words, the symbiotic
ecosystem of OS-ES development requires the contribution of both SD and VD collaboratively
to reach OS-ES project goals by presenting correction of the software defects and improvement
of software functionalities (Markus 2007; Di Tullio and Staples 2013). Hence, we define the
corporate-communal contribution as the evenness in representation of OS-ES tasks committed
by corporation and community developers (Di Tullio and Staples 2013; Germonprez et al. 2017;
Maruping et al. 2019). Particularly, the SD who are committed and making contribution to OSES projects represent the desires of sponsoring organization. In contrast, the VD who are
committed and making contribution to OS-ES projects represent the common value and interests
of the open source community (Tiwana 2010). Previous research has measured developer
contribution with the number of their imputs—commits (Maruping et al. 2019). In such a way,
contribution is likely to be measured by developers committed tasks—a particularly effortful
form of OS-ES developers engagement. Specifically, the OS-ES tasks committed by SD are
more likely to be consistent with the sponsoring organization’s objectives, and the OS-ES tasks
contributed by VD reflect the shared ideologies of the community. Recognizing the potential
difference between SD and VD committed tasks in OS-ES projects and relationship between
developer contribution and their committed tasks, the level of corporate-communal contribution
can be reflected by the distribution of tasks commited by both developers from coporation and
community. We operationalize the corporate-communal contribution with the following
equation:
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑏𝑦 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)
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The above equation describes the evenness of the corporation-community contribution in OS-ES
development. The number of tasks committed by SD and VD is calculated within each release
period. Taking the value between 0 and 1, the larger the value, the higher the level of corporate
engagement in the open source community in terms of corporate contribution. For example, the
tasks of Suite CRM are committed by 5 SD and 5 VD collaboratively in a particular release
period. Within this period, 50 out of 100 OS-ES tasks are committed by VD to represent
volunteer developers’ perspectives, and the rest are fulfilled by SD for aligning to the sponsoring
organization’s objectives. The level of corporate contribution is 0.5—which indicates SD and
VD are performing the same amount of tasks in a particular release period.
3.1.3 Corporate-communal Responsiveness
Corporate-communal engagement is reflected by corporate-communal responsiveness in the OSES community. The success of OS-ES development depends on the arrangement of and
responsiveness between people, organizations, and technology (Howison et al .2012;
Germonprez et al. 2017). The effective approach to coordinating OS-ES activities is to respond
to the OS-ES community in a timely manner. Previous research has identified that a lack of
community responsiveness can result in negative outcomes such as weak code and low developer
retention rate and engagement (Daniel et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2013). An effective OS-ES
responsiveness in the form of providing sufficient responses to the OS-ES community can
leverage developer motivation to further contribute and engage (Markus 2007). The symbiotic
ecosystem of OS-ES development provides opportunities for both SD and VD to coordinate the
development activities by providing high-quality responses for OS-ES community. To
summarize the prior understandings of the incentive system and adapt them to our existing
research context, we define the corporate-communal responsiveness as the evenness in
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representation of OS-ES responses offered by corporate and OS-ES community developers
(Zhang et al. 2013; Steinmacher et al. 2015; Zhou and Mockus 2015). In OS-ES projects,
corporate-communal engagement establishes a solid foundation for both SD and VD to provide
responses to the OS-ES community. With the responses offered by SD, OS-ES developers may
be motivated through standard software solutions and potential career opportunities. However,
the responses offered by SD may alienate voluntary OS-ES developers and decrease their
motivations, as the SD should prioritize the sponsoring organizations’ interests (Shah 2006;
Eilhard 2009; Chen et al. 2021). With the responses offered by VD, OS-ES developers are
motivated by the opportunities to freely represent their perspectives and partially control the
project (Chen et al. 2021). However, the responses offered by VD may hinder OS-ES
developers’ motivations because of the reduced speed of decision-making and the likelihood of
collective action (Shah 2006; Chen et al. 2021). To better leverage OS-ES developers’
motivations, a combined responsiveness from both SD and VD is desired. We then
operationalize the corporate-communal responsiveness with the following equation:
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)

~ (0,1)

The above equation describes the evenness of corporation and community responsiveness in OSES development. The number of responses offered by SD and VD is calculated within each
release period. With a range from 0 to 1, the larger the value, the higher the level of corporate
engagement in the open source community in terms of corporation responsiveness. For example,
the 5 SD and 5 VD of SuiteCRM collaboratively provide responses to OS-ES developers in a
particular release period. Within this period, 50 percent of responses are offered by VD, and the
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rest of the responses are provided by SD. The level of corporation responsiveness is 0.5—which
indicates SD and VD provide an equal number of responses in this release period.
3.2 Open-Source Enterprise Systems Release Types
As Eric Raymond (1999) phrased the release style of OSS development with the notion of
“Release early. Release often”, it is common to observe that there are far more releases in OS-ES
projects compared with traditional ES projects. In general, a large number of OS-ES releases are
delivered through two common release strategies: time-based and content-based release
strategies. Time-based release strategy means that releases are planned for a specific date
(Michlmayr et al. 2015). A time-based strategy provides clear signals on the timing of system
updates. As users and developers become aware of the release dates, OSS community activities
will increase as the release dates approach (Rossi et al. 2009). Prior research also suggests that a
time-based release strategy can increase the users’ synchronization, as it allows them to update
their system at a regular frequency (Michlmayr et al. 2015). Content-based release strategy
describes an approach where OSS projects issue a new release after implementing a certain set of
features or defect fixes (Michlmayr et al. 2015). A content-based release strategy offers
flexibility for both developers and users. For example, once there is a need to add an important
new function or fix a critical defect, the content-based release strategy allows OSS developers to
realize the new function or resolve the defect by releasing a new system version. In our case, the
majority of OS-ES projects on GitHub employ a hybrid release strategy combining the timebased and content-based release strategies. For example, Suite CRM releases the major versions
regularly and releases its minor versions after implementing important features or resolving
critical defects. The time-based perspective provides limited information on OS-ES releases.
Thus, to better understand OS-ES development, we seek to investigate OS-ES releases through a
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content-based perspective. The content-based perspective allows me to classify OS-ES releases
into different release types, which is helpful to indicate the associated software activities by
granting each OS-ES release a label. By extracting useful software maintenance and evolution
information from the release notes (Yu 2009), these release labels can guide more effective
production and utilization by offering developers and users basic information about system
activities spanning the whole OS-ES development cycle.
To date, a systematic understanding of the approach to classifying software releases, particularly
OS-ES releases, into different types is still lacking. In the software development industry,
releases are commonly distinguished into three types: major, minor, and patch releases. The
classification criteria are based on the scale of the upgrades. For example, on GitHub, the major
releases are large-scale upgrades, the minor releases are built upon the major releases and have a
smaller scale, and the patch releases are the smallest upgrades. This distinction provides a vague
and imprecise release classification and does not clearly describe the characteristics of each
release. Developers and users cannot effectively and efficiently take advantage of the
information provided by this classification. Thus, we propose to classify the OS-ES releases
through the release notes. As a critical software artifact that serves as a communication bridge
between developers and users, release notes contain a set of crucial information, such as
enhancement of system quality and advancement of system functionality (Bi et al. 2020). Prior
study on release notes indicates that six different information types could be identified in a
release note: title, system overview, resource requirement, installation, address, issues, and
caveats (Abebe et al. 2016). Further, the information in release notes can be used as signals to
indicate different release types, such as feature-addition, future improvement, bug-fixing,
feature-removing, and common operations (Huang et al. 2016). Based on the various information
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carried by release notes, it is conceivable to classify OS-ES releases on GitHub into two types:
expanding releases and consolidating releases. Expanding releases focus on the advancement of
OS-ES system functionality through knowledge addition in the forms of feature addition and
improvement (Singh et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2016; Bi et al. 2020). Expanding releases target
improvements in OS-ES users' experience by adopting new features and improving existing
features. Consolidating releases focus on the enhancement of OS-ES system quality through
knowledge modification in the forms of bug fixes, code refactoring and reuse, documentation
updates, and security improvement (Singh et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2016; Bi et al. 2020).
Consolidating releases prioritize the OS-ES system stability by fixing defects, refactoring the
weak code, and upgrading the system security. Table 3.2 summarizes the definitions of different
OS-ES release types.
Table 3.2 Concepts and Operationalizations of OS-ES Releases
Construct

Definition

Examples
Release 7.1 Beta

Expanding releases

The advancement of OS-ES system
functionality through knowledge addition
in the form of feature addition and
improvement (Singh et al. 2011; Huang et
al. 2016; Bi et al. 2020).

Consolidating releases

The enhancement of OS-ES system quality
through knowledge modification in the
form of bug fixes, code refactoring and
reuse, documentation update, and security
improvement (Singh et al. 2011; Huang et
al. 2016; Bi et al. 2020).
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Chapter 4. Research Model and Hypothesis Development
4.1 Research Model
The discussions have thus far focused on the conceptualizations and operationalizations of
corporate-communal engagement and OS-ES releases. As an attractive alternative to traditional
closed source ES development, OS-ES development is a prominent example of the communitybased development model that leverages the contributions of both SD and VD to produce
commercial-grade software (Dahlander and Magnusson 2008; West and Sims 2016). Corporation
engagement (i.e., SD) allows the sponsoring organization and developers to prioritize their
interests over those of the OS-ES community (Chen et al. 2021). Community engagement (i.e.,
VD) provides voluntary developers opportunities to represent their perspectives and leverage
their local information (Chen et al. 2021). Together, SD and VD establish this symbiotic
ecosystem to develop OS-ES collaboratively. Although our general knowledge about this
collaboration (i.e., corporate-communal engagement) is extensive, we need to elaborate on the
conceptualization and measurement of corporate-communal engagement and better understand
how the collaboration between SD and VD can impact the OS-ES project performance (e.g.,
when the team conflict or cohesion exist between SD and VD). In response, we conceptualize
corporate-communal engagement based on existing research, develop the operationalizations,
and seek to examine the relationship between corporate-communal engagement and OS-ES
performance through three types of engagement: corporate-communal representation, corporatecommunal contribution, and corporate-communal responsiveness. Further, we test the
moderation effects of OS-ES releases on the relationships between the three types of corporatecommunal engagement and OS-ES release performance. To distinguish the OS-ES releases, we
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categorize them into expansion and consolidating releases. The proposed research model is
shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Research Model

4.2 Impact of Corporate-communal Representation on OS-ES Release Performance
Corporate-communal representation reflects the evenness in representation of OS-ES developers’
distribution between corporation and community (Eilhard 2009; Germonprez et al. 2012;
Thatcher and Patel 2012; Germonprez et al. 2017). The symbiotic ecosystem of OS-ES
development consists of two sub-groups of developers (i.e., SD and VD) who are significantly
distinct from each other. Previous research has explicitly identified their differences (Stewart et
al. 2006; Germonprez et al. 2017; Daniel et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2021). For example, SD who are
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sponsored by corporations always prioritize the corporate strategies over community interests,
and VD who emerge from open source community consistently seek to increase their community
influence via representing their perspectives and leveraging their local information (Dahlander
and Magnusson 2008; Germonprez et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2021). What effects do such
differences have on OS-ES release performance? Noting that these two groups of OS-ES
developers both compete and collaborate with each other as they carry different knowledge bases
and have divergent developing interests (see Table 2.1 for details of ways in which they compete
and collaborate), we propose that group faultlines—the hypothetical dividing lines in the
composition of a group (Lau and Murnighan 1998; Thatcher and Patel 2012)—can be formed
between the subgroups of SD and VD.
Specifically, the tension between SD and VD can rise and may turn into conflicts and
competition when a strong faultline is formed and activated, which significantly reduces the
performance of OS-ES projects. Researchers have found that group faultlines can affect the
group process (e.g., team conflict or cohesion), performance (e.g., OS-ES release performance),
and its affective outcomes (e.g., popularity among developers on GitHub; Lau and Murnighan
2005; Thatcher and Patel 2011; Thatcher and Patel 2012). For instance, Thatcher and Patel
(2011) identified that the stronger the group faultlines, the more likely the team members would
be involved in relationship conflict, task conflict, and lower team cohesion. More importantly,
they noted that strong and active group faultlines directly reduce team performance and team
satisfaction (Thatcher and Patel 2011). Therefore, corporate-communal representation enabled
group faultline holds important implications on OS-ES release performance.
Additionally, the evenness of corporate-communal representation (i.e., subgroup size of VD and
SD) is positively correlated with both stronger and more distant faultlines (Lau and Murnighan
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1998; Thatcher and Patel 2012). Given the inherent tension between SD and VD within the OSES development (Teigland et al. 2014), it is important to consider the implications of group
faultlines in the form of corporate-communal representation, as the evenness of subgroups is
likely to reflect the level of representation between corporation (i.e., SD) and community (i.e.,
VD) and have a direct influence on the potential faultline strength (Hart and Van Vugt 2006;
Thatcher and Patel 2012). In turn, strong faultlines enabled by the evenness of corporatecommunal representation in OS-ES development would significantly reduce OS-ES performance
(Thatcher and Patel 2011). For example, there would be less time and effort spent on meeting the
OS-ES goals if these critical resources were allocated to bridge the chasm created by a strong
faultline between SD and VD (Li and Hambrick 2005). The SD and VD become competitive
with one another, and communications hindrances prevent essential knowledge transformation
and assimilation (Lau and Murnighan 2005).
As the preceding discussion suggests, we anticipate that the relationship between corporatecommunal representation and OS-ES release performance would be U-shaped. Although studies
on faultlines have not directly hypothesized that the evenness of subgroups would affect the
release performance in the context of OS-ES development, the evenness of subgroups has been
used as a control variable (Thatcher et al. 2003). Based on the above discussion, the evenness
between SD and VD would create a strong and active group faultline and result in intensified
conflictions between groups (Thatcher and Patel 2012). As stronger group faultlines are
associated with a higher likelihood of relationship conflict, task conflict, and lower team
cohesion (Lau and Murnighan 2005; Barkema and Shvyrkov 2007; Thatcher and Patel 2012), the
negative effects of group faultlines on performance of SD and VD and satisfaction can be much
stronger. Thus, we expect that a stronger group faultline between SD and VD can result in low
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levels of OS-ES release performance. In contrast, the unevenness between SD and VD would be
less likely to form a strong group faultline because of the imbalance in the distribution of power,
resources, and abilities (Lau and Murnighan 1998). For example, the collaborations between a
few SD and considerable VD would form a group cohesion instead of a faultline because the SD
has less power and abilities to address the issues of OS-ES development and would align with
VD’s strategies and goals. Consequently, the OS-ES release performance will be high because of
the added innovative design and new features. Thus, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1: Corporate-communal representation will have a U-shape relationship to
OS-ES release performance.

4.3 Impact of Corporate-communal Contribution on OS-ES Release Performance
Corporate-communal contribution indicates the evenness in representation of OS-ES tasks
committed by corporation and community developers (Di Tullio and Staples 2013; Germonprez
et al. 2017; Maruping et al. 2019). As developers often make one-off contributions to the open
source community (Pham et al. 2013; Pinto et al. 2016; Zhou and Mockus 2012), developer
contribution becomes critical in large-scale and complex OSS development, and it is because
these large-scale and complex OSS projects (e.g., OS-ES) require a continuous contribution
enabled by robust and reliable developer contribution. Previous research has identified that
developer contribution is positively related to OSS project performance (Maruping et al. 2019).
However, it is common for many OSS developers to leave the community once their needs are
met (Shah 2006; Von Krogh et al. 2012). Previous research has noted that the open source
community always faces significant challenges in attracting sufficient developer contributions
(Maruping et al .2019). Previous literature identifies three main reasons for this situation. First,
the low exit barrier makes it relatively easy for members to leave or stop contributing to the
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community (Ren et al. 2016). Second, the wide range of available OSS projects makes it difficult
to retain developers’ interests over time (Robles and Gonzalez-Barahona 2006). It might not be
an issue for those uncomplicated OSS projects; however, it becomes critical for OS-ES projects
because the large-scale and complex OS-ES development requires developers to contribute
consistently to the OS-ES community. Third, lack of contractual employment relationships
between the projects and the OSS developers (Seidel and Stewart 2011). OSS developers
constitute an unstable development resource in such an environment as they can stop
contributing or leave the project anytime (Von Krogh et al. 2012). Thus far, extant studies focus
on attracting developer contribution and how the developer contribution can influence their
contributions (Maruping et al. 2019). Building upon the previous research on developer
contribution, we elaborate on the differences between corporate and communal contributions in
OS-ES development and examine the various impacts of corporate-communal contribution on
OS-ES release performance.
As noted earlier, SD and VD collaboratively construct the OS-ES systems. This collaboration
implies, on the one hand, that OS-ES projects have the resources and capabilities to successfully
complete a wide range of tasks; on the other hand, both SD and VD should be committed to and
responsible for a certain amount of activities in OS-ES development. As developer contributions
are distributed between SD and VD, it is vital to recognize the differences between corporate
(i.e., SD committed tasks) and communal contributions (i.e., VD committed tasks). First,
corporate contribution reflects that SD are committing tasks for OS-ES development by acting in
the corporation’s interests rather than in the best interests of the open source community
(Hurwicz 2008; Chen et al. 2021). From time to time, corporate contribution has increased
development effectiveness and system quality through established development processes and
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standards (Germonprez et al. 2012; Crowston et al. 2008). However, the alignment of the
corporation’s strategy may disadvantage other participants, alienate those who are not being
consulted, and erode the sustainability of the OS-ES community (Crowston et al. 2008; Chen et
al. 2021). Second, communal contribution indicates that the VD are taking responsibility for OSES development by acting in the open source community’s interests (Cheibub et al. 2010; Chen
et al. 2021). The communal contribution creates an environment for innovation where VD can
better represent their perspectives, enhance their influences, and protect their interests in OS-ES
project. However, this friendly development environment can also distract developers’ focus and
reduce the overall effectiveness (Chen et al. 2021).
Given the inherent tension between the committed tasks by SD and VD in OS-ES development,
we believe that the evenness of corporate-communal contirbution holds important implications
for OS-ES development. We may spot a weak group faultline between SD and VD according to
corporate-communal representation (e.g., one SD and ten VD will form a weak group faultline).
However, we may identify a strong group faultline in the same situation based on the evenness of
corporate-communal contribution (e.g., one SD and ten VD committed the same amount of
contributions, respectively). Broadly, the group faultlines theory posits the hypothetical dividing
lines in the composition of a group (Lau and Murnighan 1998; Thatcher and Patel 2012). As
developers generally do not interact face-to-face in OS-ES development (Seidel and Stewart
2011; Stewart and Gosain 2006), the strength of the group faultline between SD and VD can be
better reflected through the evenness of corporate-communal contribution. Consistent with group
faultlines theory (Lau and Murnighan 1998), we believe that the evenness of corporatecommunal contribution plays a similar role in influencing the strength of group faultlines (Hart
and Van Vugt 2006; Thatcher and Patel 2012). In such a way, the evenness of corporate-
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communal contribution is correlated with more distant and stronger faultlines between SD and
VD, which would reduce OS-ES performance significantly. For example, the competition
between prioritizing a corporation’s strategy and embracing the open source community’s
innovative insights would be intensive, with a strong faultline activated by the evenness of
corporate-communal contribution. The competition will consume lots of critical resources such
as time and effort and result in low OS-ES release performance.
The preceding arguments suggest that the relationship between corporate-communal contribution
and OS-ES release performance would be U-shaped. The evenness of corporate-communal
contribution would create a strong group faultline and result in strategic competition and
conflicts between corporation and community. Consistent with the previous research on the
evenness of sub-group size (Thatcher and Patel 2012), the strong group faultline formed and
activated by the evenness of corporate-communal contribution will cause strategic conflicts in
the form of opposition and debates regarding the OS-ES specific task-related goals. Thus, we
expect that the evenness of contribution is likely to cause low levels of OS-ES release
performance. On the contrary, the unevenness of corporate-communal contribution would be less
likely to form a strong group faultline because of the imbalance in the distribution of power and
abilities (Lau and Murnighan 1998). As such, SD’s power and ability to influence the strategic
goal of the OS-ES project (e.g., align the OS-ES strategic goal with the sponsoring corporation)
decreases with fewer SD contributions. There is a higher likelihood that the objectives of the OSES project will be aligned with the open source community’s interests due to VD having greater
power and ability to influence the project via performing a higher number of contributions. Thus,
the unevenness of contribution (i.e., few corporate contributions, many communal contributions)
can result in a higher OS-ES release performance driven by innovative functions. Similarly,
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another form of the unevenness of contribution (i.e., few communal contributions, many
corporate contributions) can result in a higher OS-ES release performance driven by improved
system quality (e.g., sustainability and reliability) as the objectives of the OS-ES project will be
aligned with corporation’s interests. Therefore, we predicted as follows:
Hypothesis 2: Corporate-communal contribution will have a U-shape relationship to OSES release performance.

4.4 Impact of Corporate-communal responsiveness on OS-ES Release Performance
Corporate-communal responsiveness is defined as the evenness in representation of OS-ES
responses offered by corporation and community developers (Zhang et al. 2013; Steinmacher et
al. 2015; Zhou and Mockus 2015). Different from the traditional closed source ES development,
it is important for OS-ES projects to successfully coordinate the contributions of thousands of
distributed developers to maintain and further evolve their software (Shaikh and Henfridsson
2017). Previous research has so far largely focused on how the major tasks of OSS development
are coordinated and identified various coordination mechanisms such as hierarchical and
horizontal coordination mechanisms (Barley and Kunda 2001; Lakhani and Von Hippel 2003;
Von Hippel and Von Krogh 2003; Fleming and Waguespack 2007; O’Mahony and Ferraro
2007). The sponsoring corporation applies the hierarchical coordination mechanism through an
established structure (Lakhani and Von Hippel 2003; Dahlander and O’Mahony 2011; Lindberg
et al. 2016). In contrast, the horizontal coordination mechanism is realized by the open source
community members via appointing a subset of their peers to serve in coordinating or governing
roles that offer horizontal authority over tasks, but not necessarily over individuals (Hall 1996).
In OS-ES development, we refer to hierarchical coordination as OS-ES corporate responsiveness
and horizontal coordination as OS-ES communal responsiveness. Considering the involvement
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of the sponsoring organization (Daniel et al. 2018; Maruping et al. 2019), corporate-communal
responsiveness is critical to the success of OS-ES development.
Prior literature has paid relatively little attention to the differences between corporate and
communal responsiveness (De Noni et al. 2011; Markus, 2007; O'Mahony, 2007). In this study,
we elaborate on the distinction between OS-ES corporation and community responses and test
the impacts of different levels of corporate-communal responsiveness on OS-ES release
performance. In OS-ES development, the corporate responses are offered by SD, and the
communal responses are realized through VD. On the one hand, corporate responses are
efficiency-oriented (Xue et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2021). For example, corporate responses are
informationally efficient—they economize on the costs of communication and allow an efficient
decision-making process through exclusive control of sponsoring corporations (Chen et al.
2021). On the other hand, communal responses are compatibility-oriented (Chen et al. 2021). For
instance, communal responses are incentive-compatible—they enables all stakeholders to realize
their own interests and preferred outcomes (Chen et al. 2021) through improved responses (Xue
et al. 2011), which can boost innovative outcomes.
Considering the significant distinction between corporation and community responses, we
believe that the evenness of corporate-communal responsiveness holds important implications in
OS-ES development. Draw on group faultlines theory, we propose that the strength of group
faultlines between SD and VD can be also reflected through the evenness of corporatecommunal responsiveness. Similarly, we believe that the evenness of corporate-communal
responsiveness positively influences the strength of the group faultline (Hart and Van Vugt 2006;
Thatcher and Patel 2012). In such a way, the strong faultline reflected by the evenness of
corporate-communal responsiveness would significantly reduce OS-ES release performance. To
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elaborate the theoretical mechanisms linking the evenness of corporate-communal
responsiveness and performance, we leverage the previous research on developer uncertainty
(Maruping et al. 2019). Our explanation is that as the strength of the faultline increases (i.e., the
evenness of responsiveness increases), developer uncertainty rises with the intensified conflicts
between SD and VD (e.g., developers have high uncertainties about the objective of OS-ES
project) and, consequently, the OS-ES release performance decreases because of a lower level of
developers code input.
Taken together, we believe that the relationship between corporate-communal responsiveness
and OS-ES release performance would be U-shaped. Considering, once again, the research on
the evenness of sub-group size (Thatcher and Patel 2012), the strong faultline formed and actived
by the evenness of corporate-communal responsiveness will cause informational conflicts
between corporation and open-source community (i.e., efficiency-oriented vs. compatibilityoriented coordination) and result in low OS-ES release performance. In contrast, the unevenness
of corporate-communal responsiveness would be less likely to form a strong group faultline
because of the imbalance in the distribution of influences and result in high OS-ES release
performance. For example, the faultline between corporation and open source community will be
weaker as SD perform the majority of responses of OS-ES project because the corporation’s
influence on OS-ES project is dominant through responses by SD. Thus, the unevenness of
corporate-communal responsiveness will reduce developer uncertainty and align their inputs to
the efficiency-oriented strategic goals. In turn, there is a higher likelihood of gaining better OSES release performance (e.g., system quality) driven by efficient responses. Hence, we predicted
as follows:
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Hypothesis 3: Corporate-communal responsiveness will have a U-shape relationship to
OS-ES release performance.

4.5 Moderating Role of OS-ES Release Type
This study proposes that release types also influence OS-ES release performance. Classification
of various releases is carried out based on the primary nature of their specific tasks. Previous
research has suggested that OS-ES development mainly deals with two types of tasks: technical
debt resolution and digital option realization (Rolland et al. 2018). Integrating the insights of
prior research on digital debt and digital options and our understanding of OS-ES release notes,
we distinguish OS-ES releases into consolidating and expanding releases. Previous research has
suggested that release notes serve as a communication bridge among developers by carrying
crucial information on software development (Bi et al. 2020). Through the release notes, we can
determine that consolidating releases are mainly focused on knowledge modification in the form
of resolving debt-oriented tasks such as fixing bugs, refactoring weak code, and upgrading
system security (Singh et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2016; Bi et al. 2020). As debt-oriented tasks
require a lower level of expertise and developers can use the fragmentary time to resolve most of
the technical debt independently, developers typically require a relatively low level of
knowledge sharing and goal alignment to deliver these consolidating releases. Similarly, we can
also spot the expanding releases that primarily focus on knowledge addition in the form of
realizing option-oriented tasks such as function expansion and improvement (Benaroch et al.
2006; Lankton and Luft 2008). As option-oriented tasks require a higher level of expertise and
developers need to work on the task and communicate with others consistently, the involved
developers need a relatively high level of knowledge sharing and goal alignment to deliver these
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expanding releases. In short, the level of knowledge sharing and goal alignment that is required
in expanding releases is higher than that required in consolidating releases.
As the preceding discussion suggests, we expected that the group faultline would not cause
intensive conflict between SD and VD in delivering consolidating releases. Since the majority of
tasks in consolidating releases are debt-oriented and their resolutions require a relatively low
level of knowledge sharing and goal alignment, developers' interdependencies are minimized. In
other words, developers generally can complete the assigned tasks independently without much
communication and alignment in their interests. Thus, the group faultline will have a limited
negative influence on OS-ES release performance with consolidating releases. This suggests that
the u-shaped relationship between corporate-communal representation and OS-ES release
performance is likely to be weaker with consolidating releases.
In contrast to consolidating releases, we expected that the group faultline would further escalate
the conflict between SD and VD in delivering expanding releases. Since the majority of tasks in
expanding releases are option-oriented and their realizations require a relatively high level of
knowledge sharing and goal alignment, developers' interdependencies are maximized.
Specifically, developers need to consistently communicate with each other and, simultaneously,
they should be motivated by shared goals and interests. So, the group faultline will have a
fortified negative influence on OS-ES release performance with expanding releases. As a result,
the u-shaped relationship between corporate-communal representation and OS-ES release
performance is likely to be stronger with expanding releases. Therefore, we propose the
following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis 4: Release type moderates the U-shape relationship between corporatecommunal representation and OS-ES release performance such that the corporatecommunal representation has a significantly lower influence on the OS-ES release
performance for consolidating releases than for expanding releases.

Hypothesis 5: Release type moderates the U-shape relationship between corporatecommunal contribution and OS-ES release performance such that the corporatecommunal contribution has a significantly lower influence on the OS-ES release
performance for consolidating releases than for expanding releases.

Hypothesis 6: Release type moderates the U-shape relationship between corporatecommunal responsiveness and OS-ES release performance such that the corporatecommunal responsiveness has a significantly lower influence on the OS-ES release
performance for consolidating releases than for expanding releases.
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Chapter 5. Research Methods
5.1 Research Context
We seek to advance the theorizing of corporate-communal engagement and examine its impact on
release performance in the context of OS-ES. As a leading example of complex OSS, OS-ES have
become more prevalent in the industry and raised considerable academic research interest
(Johansson and Sudzina 2008; Olson et al. 2018). For instance, many firms such as Home Depot
and Toyota have started investing in OS-ES projects. Developing the software through voluntary
contributions and supporting critical business activities in organizations, OS-ES represents large
and complex OSS and a new solution for small businesses to perform their business operations.
Furthermore, the OS-ES context is a joint research context characterizing the merits of both ES
and OSS. First, open superposition is the central work mechanism of OS-ES development. It
allows developers to collaborate independently through superposed tasks and incremental layering
(Howison and Crowston 2014). Second, the complex nature of OS-ES requires a practical
governance approach to ensure that the various developers are working together seamlessly. Third,
OS-ES development relies on the collaboration of both VD and SD. For instance, the VD will
support the OS-ES development with their innovative insights and potential voluntary contribution.
Meanwhile, the SD drive the effective decision-making process through their exclusive control
power over the OS-ES. Finally, the OS-ES development should be continuous. Many OSS projects,
such as game apps, are not required for continuous development. However, the OS-ES
development must continuously add new features and eliminate defects as the organizations
essentially run their business on the OS-ES systems. In short, the OS-ES research context is a
unique context that has not been thoroughly investigated.
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5.2 Case Selection
Case selection is of utmost importance for examining a theory in a new context. Drawing on Yin
(2009), the selected case should most likely illuminate our research questions. As such, the OSES project—SuiteCRM—was selected among several alternatives listed on GitHub, such as Vtiger,
Yetiforce, Really Simple Systems, Odoo, OroCRM, X2CRM, and EspoCRM. To choose the Suite
CRM, we compared several attributes of these OS-ES projects. Including the number of stars on
GitHub, functionality similarity, lifecycle on GitHub, subscription approach and price, suitable for
small businesses or not, and all the related information listed on GitHub (e.g., number of issues,
commits, and pull requests). The case is especially attractive and representative (Yin 2009)
because SuiteCRM is the #1 OS-CRM on the market and got the most stars on GitHub among
similar projects. As the most successful OS-CRM, the selected case provides us the opportunity to
draw valuable conclusions. Also, our unit of analysis is on the minor release level. Suite CRM
provides us with sufficient data points, which will increase the likelihood of gaining rich insights
and enough variance for data analysis. As such, the characteristics of the selected case positioned
our research well for examining our research model and associated hypotheses.
5.3 Data and Sample
We conducted an exploratory study based on the top-performing OS-CRM project on the GitHub
platform—SuiteCRM (https://github.com/salesagility/SuiteCRM) to examine the ways in which
an OS-ES community coordinates voluntary developers and their contributions. The SuiteCRM
is a corporate sponsored OS-ES project, and its sponsor is SalesAgility. Established in 2009,
SalesAgility is a leading open-source software consultancy that focuses on providing exceptional
customer relationship management solutions to organizations around the world
(https://salesagility.com/). Since its first release in 2009, SuiteCRM has been downloaded over
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800,000 times and its community has attracted over 90,000 developers and collaborators
contribute to the project (Wikipedia of SuiteCRM). Building upon this, successful cases of small
businesses using SuiteCRM across different industries, including Oneworld Accuracy (i.e., an
independent external quality assessment provider for medical laboratories), Humanetics
Innovative Solutions (i.e., a leading provider of precision test systems and sensor solutions), and
Scottish Book Trust (i.e., a national charity that believes in reading and writing for pleasure has
the power to change lives).
To test our hypotheses in the research model, we focused on three different datasets: 1) digital
traces of "Pull Requests"; 2) historical dataset of "Star"; 3) digital traces of "Releases." In the
following, we briefly introduce the relationships between our key concepts and the above three
datasets. Firstly, we capture the corporate-communal engagement by targeting digital traces of
"Pull Requests." The GitHub platform organizes development work around its "Pull Requests"
(Lindberg et al. 2016). Between the opening of a pull request and a decision (e.g., merge or
close) is made, there are a variety of activities that may occur, and the majority of activities
(around 60%) are associated with engagement (e.g., core developers making decisions and
explaining the problem by providing comments; Lindberg et al. 2016). Therefore, "Pull
Requests" allow us to trace how the core developers and voluntary developers participate,
commit, and coordinate the activities in OS-ES developments (See the operationalization details
in section 6.2).
Secondly, from the three datasets described above, we also capture the performance level of a
particular release by retrieving the historical dataset of "star." The number of stars is a classical
measure of performance in a particular release period. Thirdly, we capture the release types (i.e.,
expanding and consolidating releases) by targeting digital traces of "Releases" of SuiteCRM. In
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the following subsections, we elaborate on how we collected and coded the "Pull Requests,”
"Star," and "Releases" datasets. Finally, we capture the task types by digital traces of "Pull
Requests." Each pull request is a distinct event that may focus on bug reports, code refactoring,
feature implementation and enhancement, and question discussions. Combing the insights of
previous research and our observations on the current dataset, we then distinguished the pull
requests into two types: technical debt resolution and digital option realization (Rolland et al.
2018).
5.3.1 Data Collection and Coding – Pull Requests
We collected the digital traces of "Pull Requests" through the GitHub platform from October 16,
2013 (when the SuiteCRM Started on GitHub) until March 02, 2022. We collected multiple
attributes of each pull request for retrieving key information in three perspectives: 1) Task
information—the pull request content including pull request number, title, and description; 2)
Developer information—the pull request participants including pull request author, decisionmaker, and general participant; 3) Response information—the pull request conversations
including action responses and comment responses made by SD and VD (See examples in Figure
5.1 & 5.2).
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Figure 5.1 Task and Developer Information Collected from Pull Requests of SuiteCRM
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Figure 5.2 Response Information Collected from Pull Requests of SuiteCRM

With the collected data, we 1) coded each pull request into different task types, such as resolving
technical debt or realizing digital option; 2) distinguished core developers into SD or VD; 3)
counted the number of responses made by each core developer (See Table 5 for a summary of
data collection and coding).
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Table 5. 1 Data Collection & Coding of Pull Requests
Key Information

Collected Data

Data Coding

Task Information

Title, Description, Pull Request Task Types:
Status and Label, Code
• Digital Option Realization
Content, # of Commits, and #
• Technical Debt Resolution
Files Changed.

Developer
Information

Name and Role of Author,
General Participants, and Core
Developers.

Core Developer Types:
• SD
• VD

Response
Information

Contents of Actions and
Conversations, Action and
Comment Time.

Responses of SD and VD:
• # of SD Responses
• # of VD Responses

To code the collected "Pull Requests" data, we follow our established coding process. First, we
coded the task type based on descriptive content (e.g., pull request title, description, label), code
content, and numerical indicators (e.g., number of commits and files changed). The descriptive
content will directly indicate the pull request is either debt or option oriented. For example, the
title of pull request # 34—Fixed "main menu (Tab All) not with 2 column layout"—indicates it
focuses on reporting and fixing a bug, so we code it as defect code technical debt. By combining
the insights of these descriptive content in pull request title, description, and label, we can
distinguish most pull requests. However, some pull requests do not provide explicit and
sufficient descriptive content to be distinguishable. With such pull requests, we need to integrate
our understanding of the code content and numerical indicators to make final decisions. For
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example, the title of pull request # 21 is “QuickCRM 3.5” and there is no additional description.
Fortunately, the code content indicates that this pull request is upgrading SuiteCRM into a new
version by improving many functions, such as Admin function improvement, label tab
improvement, and security improvement. The numerical indicators also indicate the same
conclusion. For instance, this pull request includes 34 commits, which means the workload is
hefty (most pull requests only have one or two commits) and is more likely to be a digital optionoriented task. Similarly, this pull request imposes a vast influence on SuiteCRM indicated by 487
“file changed.” Combining the insights of descriptive content, code content, and numerical
indicators, we, therefore, conclude that pull request # 21 is a “digital option” (see Figure 2 for the
coding process).

Figure 5.3 Coding Process
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Second, we coded the developer types based on the assigned roles within a pull request. We can
identify core developers in a pull request based on their activities. For example, core developers
have the authority to close or merge a pull request. To further distinguish developers into SD and
VD, we rely on their assigned roles. For example, SD are always labeled as “member,” while VD
are labeled as “contributor,” “collaborator,” or not labeled (See examples in Figure 5.1 & 5.2).
Finally, we coded the responses of SD and VD. In each pull request, we counted the number of
actions and comments offered by each SD and VD as their total responses.
5.3.2 Data Collection – Star
We collected the historical dataset of “Star” through the GraphQL API embedded in GitHub. On
GitHub, users and developers can star a project to indicate their satisfaction with the work (Chen
et al. 2021). Most developers typically consider the number of stars before committing to a
project (Borges and Valente 2018). Compared to REST API v3, the GraphQL API offers
flexibility and the ability to define precisely the data you want to fetch (GitHub Docs). The
GitHub platform archives the author and timestamp of each star since February 12, 2011. Using
GraphQL query, we used the GraphQL API to retrieve the historical dataset of “Star” ordered by
timestamp.
5.3.4 Data Collection and Coding – Releases
We collected the digital traces of “Releases” through the REST API v3 embedded in GitHub.
Using a Python script, we retrieve the complete digital traces of all “Releases” for SuiteCRM.
Based on the release notes within this dataset, we coded the releases into expanding and
consolidating releases. Furthermore, we collected the commits data upon each release period. As
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each release is built upon a certain amount of commits, we may code the releases according to
their associated commits types in future work.
5.4 Construct Operationalization
5.4.1 Dependent Variable
Release Performance. On GitHub, developers and users can “star” a project to indicate their
interests and satisfaction with this project (Chen et al. 2021). “Three out of four developers
consider the number of stars before using or contributing to a GitHub project” (Borges and
Valente 2018, p112). Therefore, we can capture the project performance through the number of
the project’s stars. We collect the total stars accumulated between the two releases. The longer
time between two releases, the more stars the release period earns. Thus, we used the total stars
divided by the dates between two releases to get the average number of stars gained per day for
one release as the measurement of the performance of this release.
5.4.2 Independent Variables
There are two types of developers in the OS-ES project development team: developers who come
from the sponsoring corporation and developers who emerge from the open source community.
Our unit of analysis is on the release level. We aggregate our data for each release. We count the
number of SD and VD involved in each release. Corporate-communal Representation is
measured by the percentage of corporation-sponsored developers in total developers.
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)
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In addition to counting the number of various types of developers for a release, we also tracked
the tasks each developer performed. Corporate-communal Contribution is measured by the
percentage of committed tasks by corporation-sponsored developers.
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 𝑏𝑦 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)

~ (0,1)

Our last independent variable is Corporate-communal responsiveness. This variable is related to
community responsiveness. We tracked the contributor of each response associated with all the
pull requests within each release. Corporate-communal responsiveness is measured by the
percentage of responses offered by corporation-sponsored developers.
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑆𝐷
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 (𝑆𝐷+𝑉𝐷)

~ (0,1)

5.4.3 Moderator
Release Type. In this study, we categorized each OS-ES release based on their release notes. A
release is considered as expanding release if it focuses on knowledge addition, such as adding
new features or improving existing features. On the contrary, we consider it a consolidating
release if a release is more about knowledge modification, such as bug fixing, code refactoring,
etc. Release type is a dummy variable, and the value is equal to 1 for an expanding release and 0
for a consolidating release.
5.4.4 Control Variables
Merge Status. Based on the quality of the pull request, it will be either merged into the new
release or closed, which means the code won’t be integrated into the next release. The merge
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status is a dummy variable. Merge status equals 1 when the pull request is merged to the
upstream branch and 0 when the pull request is closed without integrating into the branch.
Task Type. The OS-ES development is mainly concerned with obtaining an idealized balance
between technical debt resolution and digital option realization. We also categorized each pull
request into two task types: resolving technical debt or realizing digital options. The type of tasks
may also impact the release performance, and thus during our analysis, we include the
percentage of digital options in a certain release period as one control.
Added Code. We also control for how many new lines of code have been added in a certain
release period.
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Chapter 6. Results
6.1 Analysis and Results
6.1.1 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Descriptive Statistics. The descriptive statistics and correlations of the key variables are
presented in Table 6.1. As shown in Table 6.1, SuiteCRM release performance as measured by
GitHub stars is negatively correlated with corporate-communal engagement across its three
types: corporate-communal representation (r = -0.46, p < 0.001), corporate-communal
contribution (r = -0.45, p < 0.001), and corporate-communal responsiveness (r = -0.31, p <
0.001).
The mean values shown in Table 6.1 provide additional insight into our dataset. Within each
release period, on average, the number of “stars” increases by 0.85 per day. In other words,
SuiteCRM received an average of 0.85 stars within each release period. The mean values of
three types of corporate-communal engagement range from 0.18 to 0.39. For corporatecommunal representation (i.e., mean = 0.18), the mean value indicates that the average sub-group
size of SD and VD is uneven in each release period (i.e., the average ratio of SD and VD is
18:82). For corporate-communal contribution (i.e., mean = 0.39), the mean value indicates that
the average committed tasks by SD and VD is relatively even compared to corporate-communal
representation in each release period (i.e., the average ratio of the committed tasks by SD and
VD is 39:61). For corporate-communal responsiveness (i.e., mean = 0.23), the mean value
indicates that the average responsiveness fulfilled by SD and VD is relatively even compared to
corporate-communal representation in each release period (i.e., the average ratio of the
responsiveness fulfilled by SD and VD is 23:77). Another insight is that each SD contributes
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more than each VD in the form of contribution and responsiveness. On average, 18% of total
developers (i.e., SD) have committed 39% of total contribution and 23% of total responses in
each release period.
For the moderator, we coded releases into two types: consolidating releases = 0 and expanding
releases = 1. The mean value of release type (i.e., mean = 0.39) indicates that 39% of the total
releases are expanding releases. For the control variables, the mean value of merge status is 0.6,
which indicates 60% of the total release has been merged to the main branch; the mean value of
task types is 0.11, which indicates, on average, 11% of tasks are option-oriented for each release
period. Finally, the average lines of code added in each release period is 2712 (i.e., mean =
2712.06).
Table 6.1 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Release Performance

1.00

2. Representation

-.46***

1.00

3. Contribution

-.45***

.54***

1.00

4. Responsiveness

-.31***

.58***

.74***

1.00

5. Release Types

-.09

-.03

-.11

-.18⁺

1.00

6. Merge Status

.46***

-.45***

-.44***

-.37***

-.13

1.00

7. Task Type

.08

-.07

-.02

-.19*

.10

-.04

1.00

8. Added Code

-.21*

.02

.02

-.04

.05

-.29**

.37***

1.00

Mean

.85

.18

.39

.23

.39

.60

.11

2712.06

Min

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.00

Max

4.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.67

30265.25

Standard Deviation

.62

.15

.16

.18

.49

.28

.12

5629.74

Note: N = 124 releases.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
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* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.

6.1.2 Hypothesis Testing
To test our hypotheses, we performed several regression analyses. Additionally, the selected
project—SuiteCRM—started in 2013 (i.e., nine years until now). Thus, we further include the
fixed effects of the month to control the influence of time on the hypothesized relationships in
this dissertation. All the results are shown in Table 6.2. The main effects of corporate-communal
engagement are tested with Model 1, 2, and 3 for corporate-communal representation, corporatecommunal contribution, and corporate-communal responsiveness. Model 4, 5, and 6 test the
moderation effects of release type on the relationships between corporate-communal
representation, contribution, and responsiveness on release performance. All three independent
variables are mean-centered before computing the interactions to reduce multicollinearity (Aiken
and West, 1991).
Table 6.2 Hypotheses Testing
Project Release Performance (Star)

Merge Status
Task Type
Added Code
Representation
Representation-Squared
Contribution
Contribution-Squared

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

.60**
(.19)
.65
(.41)
.00*
(.00)
-2.39***
(.33)
3.53**
(1.02)
.60**
(.19)

.65**
(.19)
.62
(.42)
.00*
(.00)

.81***
(.20)
.39
(.44)
.00+
(.00)

.57**
(.19)
.80+
(.41)
.00*
(.00)
-1.79**
(.61)
2.03+
(1.17)

.60**
(.20)
.70
(.43)
.00*
(.00)

.72***
(.20)
.48
(.44)
.00*
(.00)

-1.04**
(.33)
2.51*
(1.06)

-1.23**
(.42)
2.58*
(1.21)
-.97*
(.37)
2.15*
(.97)

Responsiveness
Responsiveness-Squared

-.34**
(.13)

Release Types
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-.82+
(.46)
1.45
(1.08)
-.33*
(.16)
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-2.28*
(.97)
8.69**
(3.08)

Release Type × Representation
Release Type × Representation-Squared

.29
(.74)
.48
(3.18)

Release Type × Contribution
Release Type × Contribution-Squared

-.38
(.74)
10.00*
(4.91)

Release Type × Responsiveness
Release Type ×Responsiveness-Squared
Fixed Effects of Month of Creation

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Intercept

.26
(.22)

.30
(.23)

.20
(.23)

.25
(.23)

.36
(.23)

.29
(.23)

Lowest VIF

1.38

1.34

1.35

Highest VIF

4.70

3.31

3.06

R2

.45

.43

.37

.50

.44

.40

Adjusted R2

.37

.34

.28

.41

.33

.29

Note: N = 124 releases.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.

Hypothesis 1 predicted that corporate-communal representation has a U-shaped relationship with
OS-ES release performance. We used Model 1 to test this relationship. The results in Table 6.2
(Model 1) indicate that the overall model explains 37% of the variance of OS-ES release
performance. The coefficient of representation is negative and significant (β = -2.39, p < 0.001)
and representation-squared is positive and significant (β = 3.53, p < 0.01). This indicates our
Hypothesis 1 is supported. To visualize this relationship, we also plot the relationship between
corporate-communal representation and release performance, further confirming a U-shaped
relationship. As shown in Figure 6.1, low OS-ES release performance is attributed to the
evenness of corporate-communal representation (i.e., the evenness of sub-group size, the middle
part of Figure 6.1) because a strong group faultline is formed, and it can cause intensive conflicts
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between the corporation and the open source community (Lau and Murnighan 1998; Thatcher
and Patel 2012).
In contrast, OS-ES release performance is high with the unevenness of corporate-communal
representation (i.e., the unevenness of sub-group size, left or right side of Figure 6.1). In such
situations, the strength of the group faultline is weak, and conflicts between the corporation and
the open source community are reduced, resulting in a higher OS-ES release performance. The

Release Performance

figure below provides additional support for Hypothesis 1.

Low Corporate Representation

High Corporate Representation

Figure 6.1 Relationship between Corporate-communal Representation and Release
Performance (Model 1)

Hypothesis 2 predicted that corporate-communal contribution has a U-shaped relationship with
OS-ES release performance. This hypothesis is tested with Model 2. The results in Table 6.2
(Model 2) indicate that the overall model explains 34% of the variance of release performance.
The coefficient of contribution is negative and significant (β = -1.04, p < 0.01) and contribution76
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squared is positive and significant (β = 2.51, p < 0.05). The results support Hypothesis 2. We
also plot the relationship between corporate-communal contribution and release performance to
visualize this relationship, further confirming a U-shaped relationship. As shown in Figure 6.2, a
low OS-ES release performance is attributed to the evenness of corporate-communal
contribution (i.e., the evenness of committed tasks by SD and VD, the middle part of Figure 6.2)
because the conflicts between the corporation and the open source community rise as a strong
group faultline is formed by the evenness of contribution. In contrast, OS-ES release
performance is high with the unevenness of corporate and communal contribution (i.e., the
unevenness of committed tasks by SD and VD, left or right side of Figure 6.2). In such
situations, the strength of the group faultline is weak, and conflicts between the corporation and
the open source community are reduced, resulting in a higher OS-ES release performance. The

Release Performance

figure below provides additional support for Hypothesis 2.

Low Corporate Contribution

High Corporate Contribution

Figure 6.2 Relationship between Corporate-communal Contribution and Release
Performance (Model 2)
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Hypothesis 3 predicted that corporate-communal responsiveness has a U-shaped relationship
with OS-ES release performance. We used Model 3 to test this relationship. The results in Table
6.2 (Model 3) indicate that the overall model explains 28% of the variance of release
performance. The coefficient of responsiveness is negative and significant (β = -0.97, p < 0.05)
and responsiveness-squared is positive and significant (β = 2.15, p < 0.10). This indicates our
Hypothesis 3 is supported. To visualize this relationship, we plot the relationship between
corporate-communal responsiveness and release performance, further confirming a U-shaped
relationship. Consistent with previous explanations, the evenness of corporate-communal
responsiveness leads to a lower OS-ES release performance and the unevenness of
responsiveness fulfilled by SD and VD can gain higher OS-ES release performance as the

Release Performance

conflicts reduced. The figure below provides additional support for Hypothesis 3.

Low Corporate Responsiveness

High Corporate Responsiveness

Figure 6.3 Relationship between Corporate-communal Responsiveness and Release
Performance (Model 3)
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Hypothesis 4 predicted that release type moderates the U-shaped relationship between corporatecommunal representation and OS-ES release performance such that the corporate-communal
representation has a significantly lower influence on the OS-ES performance for a consolidating
release than an expanding release. This hypothesis is tested with Model 4. The results in Table
6.2 (Model 4) indicate that the overall model explains 41% of the variance of release
performance. The coefficient of representation is negative and significant (β = -1.79, p < 0.01)
and representation-squared is positive and significant (β = 2.03, p < 0.10). The coefficient of the
interaction of release type and representation is negative and significant (β = -2.28, p < 0.05).
The coefficient of the interaction of release type and representation-squared is positive and
significant (β = 8.69, p < 0.01). The results indicate a significant moderation effect (Haans et al.
2015). This indicates that when the release is an expanding release, the curvilinear relationship
between corporate-communal representation and release performance is stronger. These results
provide support for Hypothesis 4 and suggest that release type moderated the relationship
between corporate-communal representation and release performance. Figure 6.4 graphically
illustrates the curvilinear relationship between corporate-communal representation and release
performance and the moderating effect of release type. The moderating effect of release type on
the curvilinear relationship is illustrated by the different levels of flatness of those curves. The
curve for a consolidating release is flatter than the curve for an expanding release, indicating that
the U-shaped relationship between corporate-communal representation and release performance
is stronger for an expanding release than for a consolidating release. Figure 6.4 also support
Hypothesis 4.
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Release Performance

Expanding Release

Consolidating Release

Low Corporate Representation

High Corporate Representation

Figure 6.4 Interaction between Corporate-communal Representation and Release Type in
Predicting Release Performance (Model 4)

Hypothesis 5 predicted that release type moderates the U-shaped relationship between corporatecommunal contribution and OS-ES release performance such that the corporate-communal
contribution has a significantly lower influence on the OS-ES performance for a consolidating
release than an expanding release. This hypothesis is tested with Model 5. The results in Table
6.2 (Model 5) indicate that the overall model explains 33% of the variance in release
performance. The coefficient of representation is negative and significant (β = -1.23, p < 0.01)
and representation-squared is positive and significant (β = 2.58, p < 0.05). Although the main
effect remains significant in Model 5, the coefficients of the interactions of release type,
contribution, and contribution-squared are not significant. These results do not provide sufficient
support for Hypothesis 5.
Hypothesis 6 predicted that release type moderates the U-shaped relationship between corporatecommunal responsiveness and OS-ES release performance such that the corporate-communal
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responsiveness has a significantly lower influence on the OS-ES performance for a consolidating
release than an expanding release. This hypothesis is tested with Model 6. The results in Table
6.2 (Model 6) indicate that the overall model explains 29% of the variance in release
performance. The coefficient of responsiveness is negative and significant (β = -0.82, p < 0.10).
The coefficient of the responsiveness-squared is positive but not significant. The coefficient of
the interaction of release type and responsiveness-squared is negative but not significant. The
coefficient of the interaction of release type and responsiveness-squared is positive and
significant (β = 10.00, p < 0.05). These results provide partial support for Hypothesis 6 and
suggest that release type moderated the relationship between corporate-communal
responsiveness and release performance. This indicates that when the release is an expanding
release, the curvilinear relationship between corporate-communal responsiveness and release
performance is stronger. Figure 6.5 graphically illustrates the curvilinear relationship between
corporate-communal responsiveness and release performance and the moderating effect of
release type. The moderating effect of release type on the curvilinear relationship is illustrated by
the different levels of flatness of those curves. The curve for an expanding release is steeper than
the curve for a consolidating release, indicating that the U-shaped relationship between
corporate-communal representation and release performance is weaker for a consolidating
release than for an expanding release. Figure 6.5 also support Hypothesis 6.
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Release Performance

Expanding Release

Consolidating Release

Low Corporate Responsiveness

High Corporate Responsiveness

Figure 6.5 Interaction between Corporate-communal Responsiveness and Release Type in
Predicting Release Performance (Model 6)

6.2 Supplementary Analyses for Robustness Tests
The results of the analysis provide support for the majority of the hypotheses. We conducted
several additional analyses to ensure the robustness of our results. Firstly, we used an alternative
measure for release performance (total number of downloads) as the dependent variable for the
six models. Secondly, we separated the data based on release time into two sub-groups: early
stages and late stages. We run six models using the two subsets of data. Finally, we used an
alternative measure for developers as the independent variable for our six models. All the tables
of the robustness test results are listed in the Appendix.
6.2.1 Test for Alternative Dependent Variable
In this robustness analysis, we tracked the number of total downloads for the SuiteCRM from
sourceforge.net. Download numbers have commonly been used as a measure of a software’s
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performance. Additionally, download numbers can reflect release success from the perspectives
of small businesses. As we use the number of “Stars” to reflect the popularity of OS-ES among
developers, the download numbers can be used as an alternative measure of release success to
reflect the OS-ES market performance. Considering the platform differences between
Sourceforge and GitHub (e.g., the different sources of the data may generate some
inconsistencies in the results), we did not use it in the primary analysis. However, we still find
similar results for Model 1 and Model 4. This indicates the support of Hypotheses 1 and 4. The
descriptive statistics and correlations of variables are listed in Table A.1. The regression analysis
results using the alternative dependent variables are shown in Table A.2. The results of Model 1
indicate that the overall model explains 14% of the variance of release performance. The
coefficient of representation is negative and significant (β = -132.37, p < 0.01) and
representation-squared is positive and significant (β = 225.89, p < 0.01). This provides additional
support for Hypothesis 1. The results of Model 4 show that the overall model explains 14% of
the variance of release performance. The coefficient of interaction between release type and
representation is negative and significant (β = -97.43, p < 0.10), and the coefficient of the
interaction between release type and representation-squared is positive and significant (β =
368.13, p < 0.10). This indicates Hypothesis 4 is supported.
6.2.2 Test for Early and Late Stage
To understand how the different maturity stages of OS-ES impact our research analysis and
results, we further test our research model by distinguishing the early and late development
stages. In our database, the earliest release was launched on Oct 21, 2013, and the latest release
was launched on March 02, 2022. The release time was calculated by counting the days from the
earliest launch day. We took the median value of the release time (1183 days) and separated the
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dataset into two subgroups: early stage and late stage. Each sub-sample includes 62 observations.
The descriptive statistics and correlations of variables are listed in Table A.3 and Table A.4.
Then, we ran our six models using the two datasets. The results are shown in Table A.5 and
Table A.6. None of the hypotheses are supported while using the early-stage data. While using
the late-stage data, we found similar results for all the main effects. The regression results
support Hypothesis 1, 2, and 3. The results of Model 1 indicate that the overall model explains
25% of the variance of release performance. The coefficient of representation is negative and
significant (β = -2.52, p < 0.05) and representation-squared is positive and significant (β = 20.04,
p < 0.01). This provides additional support for Hypothesis 1. The results of Model 2 indicate that
the overall model explains 32% of the variance of release performance. The coefficient of
contribution is negative but not significant, and the contribution-squared is positive and
significant (β = 1.44, p < 0.10). This indicates our Hypothesis 2 is supported. The results of
Model 3 indicate that the overall model explains 10% of the variance of release performance.
The coefficient of responsiveness is negative but not significant. The responsiveness-squared is
positive and significant (β = 7.54, p < 0.05). This indicates Hypothesis 3 is partially supported.
6.2.3 Test for Alternative Independent Variable
Our primary analysis set the VD as voluntary core developers. Those developers have a clear
label in the system, such as VD are labeled as “contributor” in GitHub. In this robustness
analysis, we expand the boundary of VD by including peripheral developers as part of VD.
Previous research has noted that peripheral developers hold important theoretical implications
for OSS development (Ren et al. 2006). In this dissertation, we are interested in how peripheral
developers can impact our research results. Thus, we added all the peripheral developers to the
previous VD group in this robustness test. Using the new dataset, we ran our six models again.
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We found the support for all of our main effects. Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 are supported. The
descriptive statistics and correlations of variables are listed in Table A.7. The regression analysis
results using the alternative dependent variables are shown in Table A.8. The results of Model 1
indicate that the overall model explains 41% of the variance of release performance. The
coefficient of representation is negative and significant (β = -3.70, p < 0.001) and representationsquared is positive and significant (β = 11.24, p < 0.001). This provides additional evidence for
Hypothesis 1. The results of Model 2 indicate that the overall model explains 37% of the
variance of release performance. The coefficient of contribution is negative (β = -0.44) but not
significant, and the contribution-squared is positive and significant (β = 7.61, p < 0.01). This
indicates Hypothesis 2 is partially supported. The results of Model 3 indicate that the overall
model explains 29% of the variance of release performance. The coefficient of responsiveness is
negative and significant (β = -1.18, p < 0.01), and the responsiveness-squared is positive and
significant (β = 4.58, p < 0.01). This indicates Hypothesis 3 is supported.
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Chapter 7. Discussion
This dissertation sought to examine corporate-communal engagement in the context of OS-ES.
We were particularly interested in OS-ES because it represents the intersection of OSS and
business, such as a business that wants to utilize OSS products. OS-ES combines the essential
attributes of both OSS and ES. On the one hand, OS-ES possess the open nature of OSS that
allows voluntary contributions and enables high visibility of peer communication among
developers and users (Raymond 1999; Fitzgerald 2006). On the other hand, OS-ES inherit the
large-scale and complex nature of ES that requires continuous development and management.
Considering the uniqueness of OS-ES and the insights of literature on corporate-communal
engagement, we proposed that corporate-communal engagement affects OS-ES release
performance. Further, we proposed that the curvilinear relationship between corporatecommunal engagement and OS-ES release performance would be stronger when the developers
prepare to deliver an expanding release rather than a consolidating one. To accomplish this, we
draw on group faultlines literature. We tested the proposed research model and found support for
most hypotheses, as summarized in Table 7.1.
This empirical study found that the relationship between corporate-communal engagement and
OS-ES release performance is curvilinear (i.e., u-shaped) based on the data collected from one of
the best performing OS-ES on GitHub - SuiteCRM. Specifically, we found that the relationships
between three types of corporate-communal engagement—representation, contribution, and
responsiveness—and OS-ES release performance are u-shaped (See Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3).
We found that the evenness of corporate-communal representation—represented by the group
size of SD and VD—resulted in lower OS-ES release performance because a strong group
faultline exists (Lau and Murnighan 1998; Thatcher and Patel 2012). It could cause intensive
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conflicts between the corporation and the open source community. At the same time, the
unevenness of corporate-communal representation resulted in higher OS-ES release
performance. We found similar results with corporate-communal contribution and corporatecommunal responsiveness. The evenness of contribution and responsiveness resulted in lower
performance, and the unevenness of contribution and responsiveness resulted in higher
performance.
Further, we found that various release types moderate this curvilinear relationship. The u-shaped
relationship is likely to be stronger in expanding releases than in consolidating releases (See
Figures 6.4 and 6.5). Drawing on group faultline theory, we expected that the group faultline
would not cause intensive conflict between the corporation and the open source community in
delivering consolidating releases. When it comes to consolidating releases, the tasks are usually
focused on debt-oriented and require minimal knowledge sharing. This minimizes the need for
interdependencies. In contrast, we believed that the group faultline would further escalate the
conflict between SD and VD in delivering expanding releases because developers should be
motivated by shared goals and common interests as option-oriented tasks require a relatively
high level of knowledge sharing and goal alignment. Contrary to expectations, H5—posited the
relationship between corporate-communal contribution and OS-ES release performance—did not
receive support from our hypothesis testing results (See Table 7.1). According to the results of
H5, the impact of release type on the relationship between corporate-communal contribution and
OS-ES release performance is insignificant. Possibly, the insignificant results are due to our
relatively small sample size (i.e., 124 releases are included in the analysis). In the following, we
discuss the theoretical and practical implications of our research while also acknowledging some
limitations and outlining directions for future research.
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Table 7.1 Summary of Hypotheses and Results
Hypotheses

Results

H1

Corporate-communal representation will have a U-shape relationship to
OS-ES release performance.

Supported

H2

Corporate-communal contribution will have a U-shape relationship to OSES release performance.

Supported

H3

Corporate-communal responsiveness will have a U-shape relationship to
OS-ES release performance.

Supported

Release type moderates the U-shaped relationship between corporatecommunal representation and OS-ES release performance such that the
H4 corporate-communal representation has a significantly lower influence on
the OS-ES release performance for consolidating releases than for
expanding releases.

Supported

Release type moderates the U-shaped relationship between corporatecommunal contribution and OS-ES release performance such that the
H5 corporate-communal contribution has a significantly lower influence on the
OS-ES release performance for consolidating releases than for expanding
releases.

Not
Supported

Release type moderates the U-shaped relationship between corporatecommunal responsiveness and OS-ES release performance such that the
H6 corporate-communal responsiveness has a significantly lower influence on
the OS-ES release performance for consolidating releases than for
expanding releases.

Supported

7.1 Theoretical Contributions
This dissertation aims to provide an essential contribution to the ES literature by advancing a
theoretical framework of how corporate-communal engagement (Kelty 2013; Germonprez et al.
2017; Table 3.1) and release types (Table 3.2) are implicated in ES development in relation to
the open-source business model. Raymond’s (1999) research on software development with the
bazaar model provides the foundation for developing large-scale ES by utilizing a community
approach—OS-ES development. Although previous literature has shown the feasibility of the
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OS-ES development model (Olson et al. 2018), limited research has focused on how to
effectively develop ES with the OSS model. Considering the large market potential of OS-ES
and insufficient knowledge of OS-ES development, it is necessary for both software engineers
and IS scholars to obtain a better understanding of OS-ES development. Inspired by Germonprez
et al.’s (2017) research on corporate-communal engagement and our observations on over 1000
OS-ES projects—most successful OS-ES projects are sponsored and supported by one or more
corporations, we sought to understand the OS-ES development from the theoretical framework
of corporate-communal engagement in the OS-ES development. The framework focuses on how
corporate-communal engagement can either enable or inhibit the success of OS-ES development.
Further, this framework identifies the moderation effect of release type on the above relationship.
As such, the framework is premised on the need to challenge and go beyond a simplistic positive
relationship between developers’ collaboration and software development performance. This
relationship is complicated by the fact that the evenness of engagement between SD and VD can
result in lower OS-ES release performance, and the unevenness of engagement between these
two groups can lead to higher OS-ES release performance.
This dissertation also contributes to the OSS literature in two ways. First, our study advances the
existing literature on OSS development (Howison and Crowston 2014; Lindberg et al. 2016)
because it takes a significant step in establishing the role of sponsoring organization and opensource community in the large-scale OSS development model (i.e., OS-ES development). A
fundamental motivating factor for this research was that, increasingly, small businesses seek to
adopt these free and open OS-ES to support their day-to-day business activities (Boulanger 2005;
Olson et al .2018) and those small businesses face challenges in implementing the OS-ES due to
insufficient maintenance and technical support. Yet the OSS literature lacked the theoretical and
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empirical insight into the OS-ES development. Thus, we contribute to the OSS literature by
providing insight into the large-scale OS-ES development. As such, the engagement level of both
corporation and open-source community plays an important role in ensuring sustainability and
innovation of OS-ES. Second, our research advances the literature surrounding sponsoring
organization in OSS development (Fitzgerald 2006, Stewart et al. 2006, Spaeth et al. 2015) by
enhancing our understanding of the impact of corporate-communal engagement on OS-ES
release performance. Particularly, we develop the measurements of corporate-communal
engagement based on its three types (i.e., corporate-communal representation, contribution, and
responsiveness) and the data retrieved from a selected case—SuiteCRM—hosted on Github.
With the measurements of corporate-communal engagement, we found that the relationship
between corporate-communal engagement and OS-ES release performance is curvilinear (i.e., Ushaped). These findings add insight to the inconsistent findings in prior research on corporate
involvement in OSS. Previous literature revealed a complex relationship between the sponsoring
corporation and the open source community (Mockus et al. 2002; West and O’Mahony 2008;
Priharsari et al. 2020). Their relationship could be either beneficial or detrimental. For example,
corporate-communal engagements can be beneficial as SD and VD share common goals and
communicate sufficiently (Dahlander and Wallin 2006; Shah 2006; Murray and O’Mahony
2007; West and O’Mahony 2008). However, in contrast to the positive effects of corporatecommunal engagements, it can cause competition between the corporation of the open source
community (West and O’Mahony 2008; Giovacchini 2017; Priharsari et al. 2020). This is
because both SD and VD are focused on their own goals and benefits. Thus far, we have clarified
the relationship between corporate-communal engagement and OS-ES release performance
based on the established measurement of corporate-communal engagement. For example, our
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results show that the evenness of corporate-communal engagement resulted in lower OS-ES
release performance, and this curvilinear relationship will be more salient for a consolidating
release than for an expanding release.
Further, this dissertation applies the well-defined theory—group faultlines theory—in explaining
how to successfully develop OS-ES with corporate-communal engagement (i.e., representation,
contribution, and responsiveness) and release type contingencies. As a step toward this goal, we
explain that stronger group faultlines between SD and VD can be formed and activated by the
evenness of corporate-communal engagement in the form of representation, contribution, and
responsiveness. With these stronger group faultlines enabled by the evenness of corporatecommunal engagement, the group outcomes (i.e., OS-ES release performance) will decline
significantly because of the intensified conflicts between SD and VD. Additionally, we identify
the group faultlines between SD and VD will become more active for an expanding release than
for a consolidating release—the relationship between corporate-communal engagement and OSES release performance is more salient for an expanding release than for a consolidating release.
Finally, our work proposed a new perspective on understanding the software releases. Inspired
by previous research on digital options and debt (Rolland et al. 2018), we identify the possibility
of categorizing various releases into different types, such as consolidating and expanding
releases. Specifically, we map out the relationship between release type and group faultlines
between SD and VD by identifying the moderation role of release type. For instance, we find that
corporate-communal engagement (i.e., corporate-communal representation, contribution, and
responsiveness) has a significantly lower influence on the OS-ES release performance for
consolidating releases than for expanding releases.
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7.2 Practical Contributions
This research holds important practical implications for corporation managers, OSS community
leaders, and small businesses. First, previous research identified the feasibility of the OS-ES
development model (Olson et al. 2018) and provided insight into the corporate-communal
engagement (Germonprez et al. 2017), leaving the impacts of corporate-communal engagement
on OS-ES release performance unclear. Our results suggest that the evenness of corporatecommunal engagement undermines the OS-ES development represented by OS-ES release
performance due to the conflict raised by the strong group faultline. Thus, corporation managers
may facilitate their engagement with the open source community in two ways: 1) control the OSES project by dominating engagement; 2) let the voluntary developers control the OS-ES project
by allowing them to influence the project objectives and strategies.
Second, the results of this dissertation also provide insights for OSS developers and leaders who
seek to contribute to and influence the OS-ES project. While many studies attempt to understand
the motivation of OSS voluntary developers (Roberts et al. 2006; Von Krogh et al. 2012), few
studies consider the engagement level of OSS developers can impact the OSS performance,
especially in the context of OS-ES. Our results suggest that open source developers and leaders
may engage more in the OS-ES project when the development environment is relatively open
and friendly. In contrast, developers from the OSS community may want to follow the
sponsoring corporation and provide complementary support for development when the
sponsoring corporation applies many restrictions and established standards to the OS-ES
development.
Finally, small businesses may find the results of this research helpful when they seek to adopt
OS-ES. Previous research has noted that the OS-ES market is not mature enough (Olson et al.
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2018), leaving the question of how to choose a proper OS-ES unresolved. With our findings,
small businesses may want to select those OS-ES supported by one or more sponsoring
corporations. Building upon this, small businesses may prefer OS-ES projects mainly controlled
by sponsoring corporations if they need high quality in the form of sustainability and better
maintenance. Small businesses may also adopt OS-ES projects driven by OSS voluntary
developers if they require innovative functions and customization flexibilities.

7.3 Limitations and Future Research
We acknowledge some limitations of the study that also offer useful opportunities for future
work. First, we included one dependent variable (i.e., OS-ES release performance) in our study.
Although we measured the OS-ES release performance through two perspectives: number of star
and number of download, our understanding on the effects and outcomes of corporate-communal
engagement and release type contingencies is still limited with one dependent variable. Future
research may consider including other dependent variables to improve our understanding on how
corporate-communal engagement and release type impact the OS-ES development, such as
developers input and contribution level. The contributions and inputs from OS-ES developers
can reflect the value, influence, and success of OS-ES project. As developers input and
contribution are critical to OSS project success (Maruping et al. 2019), it is necessary to test
whether corporate-communal engagement can attract more developers contribution with
different release types.
Second, our conclusion is drawn on a longitudinal dataset across nine years of a single OS-ES
project—SuiteCRM . Using a single case study raises the question of generalizability. Also, we
selected the best OS-ES hosted on GitHub. The survival bias also limits the generalizability of
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our theoretical explanation for the phenomenon. Thus, a potential direction for future research is
to test our theory with a broader dataset that includes multiple OS-ES projects.
Third, the SuiteCRM is sponsored by a single company—Salesagility. However, there are some
OS-ES projects are sponsored by multiple corporations. In the future study, we may also address
the difference between the sponsoring power in the form of the number of sponsoring
corporations.
Fourth, the corporate-communal engagement in this study is primarily about the pull requests.
The technic of “Pull Requests” is an important approach for developers to collaborate. There are
alternative ways for developers to collaborate, such as the technic of “Issues” and the
corporation’s forum. Future research may want to examine how OS-ES developers collaborate
through “Issues” and the corporation’s forum (e.g., our pilot analysis on the Issue dataset
indicates a linear relationship between corporate-communal engagement and OS-ES release
performance).
Finally, we run a series of OLS regressions with our established research model. Our three types
of corporate-communal engagement may have endogeneity issues. To avoid these issues and test
the mutual influence of our variables, future research may consider using the panel vector
autoregression (PVAR) model to test the mutual relationships between our variables, as all
variables are assumed to be endogenous and interdependent with the PVAR model.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion
The OS-ES development presents both benefits and challenges for both corporations and open
source communities. This dissertation takes preliminary steps to understand how corporatecommunal engagement impacts OS-ES development in the form of release performance.
Building upon the measurement of corporate-communal engagement and group faultline theory,
this dissertation suggests that the evenness of corporate-communal engagement would reduce the
OS-ES release performance significantly. Our work also suggests that the expanding release
would strengthen the curvilinear relationship (i.e., U-shaped), while the consolidating release
would attenuate this relationship. This dissertation holds important implications for both the
academic and software development industry. It aims to understand the OS-ES development
through the perspective of the collaboration between corporations and open source communities.
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Appendix I: Tables of Robustness Tests
Table A.1 (Alternative DV) Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Release Performance

1.00

2. Representation

-.26***

1.00

3. Contribution

-.21*

.54***

1.00

4. Responsiveness

-.18*

.58***

.74***

1.00

5. Release Types

.07

-.03

-.11

-.18⁺

1.00

6. Merge Status

.24**

-.45***

-.44***

-.37***

-.13

1.00

7. Task Type

.06

-.07

-.02

-.19*

.10

-.04

1.00

8. Added Code

-.13

.02

.02

-.04

.05

-.29**

.37***

1.00

Mean

33.24

.18

.39

.23

.39

.60

.11

2712.06

Min

5.98

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.00

Max

336

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.67

30265.25

Standard Deviation

43.73

.15

.16

.18

.49

.28

.12

5629.74

Note: N = 124 releases.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Table A.2 (Alternative DV) Hypotheses Testing
Project Release Performance (Download)

Merge Status
Task Type
Added Code
Representation
Representation-Squared

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

22.74
(15.83)
34.84
(34.16)
.00
(.00)
-132.37**
(39.71)
225.89**
(83.74)

27.01
(16.33)
27.89
(35.34)
.00
(.00)

29.97+
(15.84)
19.33
(35.58)

23.85
(15.90)
34.38
(34.79)
.00
(.00)
-99.57+
(51.55)
156.71
(99.14)

29.91+
(16.32)
20.78
(35.26)
.00
(.00)

35.42*
(16.26)
10.80
(35.91)
.00
(.00)

.00 (.00)

-41.9
(27.57)
-21.72
(88.47)

Contribution
Contribution-Squared

-3.56
(34.37)
-27.76
(99.84)
-41.27
(29.78)
33.01
(77.43)

Responsiveness
Responsiveness-Squared

-1.71
(10.68)
-97.43+
(40.20)
368.13+
(180.79)

Release Types
Release Type × Representation
Release Type × Representation-Squared

14.46
(10.49)

-13.44
(37.11)
7.65
(87.58)
13.39
(12.70)

-131.75*
(60.80)
-321.28
(261.81)

Release Type × Contribution
Release Type × Contribution-Squared

-68.94
(59.84)
-322.26
(397.72)

Release Type × Responsiveness
Release Type ×Responsiveness-Squared
Fixed Effects of Month of Creation

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

.33
(18.19)

6.36
(18.90)

2.73
(18.44)

-4.63
(19.13)

6.19
(19.20)

-1.78
(18.90)

Lowest VIF

1.38

1.34

1.35

Highest VIF

4.70

3.31

3.06

Intercept

R2
Adjusted

R2

.25

.19

.19

.27

.23

.21

.14

.07

.07

.14

.09

.07

Note: N = 124 releases.

Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Release Performance

Figure A.1 Relationship between Corporate-communal Representation and Release
Performance (Model 1 for Alternative DV)

High Corporate Representation

Low Corporate Representation
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Figure A.2 Interaction between Corporate-communal Representation and Release Type in
Predicting Release Performance (Model 4 for Alternative DV)

Release Performance

Expanding Release

Consolidating Release

Low Corporate Representation

High Corporate Representation
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Table A.3 (Early Stage) Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Release Performance

1.00

2. Representation

-.44***

1.00

3. Contribution

-.10

.48***

1.00

4. Responsiveness

-.04

.47***

.70***

1.00

5. Release Types

-.06

-.09

-.23+

-.37**

1.00

6. Merge Status

.24

-.36**

-.29*

-.23+

-.04

1.00

7. Task Type

.14

-.20

-.13

-.25*

.22+

.03

1.00

8. Added Code

-.14

-.04

-.13

-.16

.04

-.17

.48***

1.00

Mean

.46

.25

.47

.30

.45

.44

.11

3557.00

Min

.00

.07

.11

.01

.00

.00

.00

1.00

Max

1.22

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

.67

30265.25

Standard Deviation

.27

.17

.13

.19

.50

.27

.14

7134.23

Note: N = 62 releases.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Table A.4 (Early Stage) Hypotheses Testing
Project Release Performance (Star)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

.02
(.14)
.50+
(.28)
.00+
(.00)
-.95*
(.37)
.63
(.65)

.15
(.15)
.68*
(.30)
.00
(.00)

.13
(.15)
.70*
(.31)
.00
(.00)

.04
(.13)
.64*
(.27)
.00*
(.00)
-.88*
(.43)
.33
(.71)

.14
(.14)
.81**
(.30)
.00*
(.00)

.12
(.15)
.76*
(.30)
.00*
(.00)

Merge Status
Task Type
Added Code
Representation
Representation-Squared

.14
(.37)
-.93
(.89)

Contribution
Contribution-Squared

-.29
(.58)
-.40
(1.11)
.13
(.36)
-.53
(.74)

Responsiveness
Responsiveness-Squared

-.21*
(.08)
-.43
(.82)
2.01
(2.07)

Release Types
Release Type × Representation
Release Type × Representation-Squared

-.18
(.11)

.19
(.44)
-.87
(.83)
-.14
(.10)

.42
(.78)
-1.97
(2.88)

Release Type × Contribution
Release Type × Contribution-Squared

-.42
(.65)
-2.69
(4.02)

Release Type × Responsiveness
Release Type ×Responsiveness-Squared
Fixed Effects of Month of Creation

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

.74***
(.14)

.60***
(.15)

.59***
(.15)

.73***
(.15)

.70***
(.16)

.66***
(.15)

Lowest VIF

1.54

1.41

1.49

Highest VIF

7.16

5.34

6.35

Intercept

R2

.44

.33

.32

.53

.41

.42

Adjusted R2

.25

.09

.08

.31

.14

.15

Note: N = 62 releases.

Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Table A.5 (Late Stage) Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Release Performance

1.00

2. Representation

-.19

1.00

3. Contribution

-.28*

.41***

1.00

4. Responsiveness

-.12

.54***

.68***

1.00

5. Release Types

.01

-.17

-.18

-.09

1.00

6. Merge Status

.13

.10

-.21

-.07

-.08

1.00

7. Task Type

.15

.18

.05

-.16

-.08

-.14

1.00

8. Added Code

-.24+

-.13

.03

.01

.00

-.49***

-.24

1.00

Mean

1.24

.11

.31

.15

.32

.77

.10

1867.11

Min

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

3.00

Max

4.00

.50

.60

.58

1.00

1.00

.67

16000.42

Standard Deviation

.63

.08

.16

.14

.47

.19

.10

3399.86

Note: N = 62 releases.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Table A.6 (Late Stage) Hypotheses Testing
Project Release Performance (Star)

Merge Status
Task Type
Added Code
Representation
Representation-Squared

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

.07
(.48)
1.15
(.79)
.00+
(.00)
-2.52*
(1.04)
20.04**
(5.74)

-.17
(.47)
.43
(.73)
.00+
(.00)

.10
(.53)
.67
(.83)
.00
(.00)

-.07
(.50)
1.31
(.83)
.00*
(.00)
-3.35*
(1.47)
23.09**
(7.45)

-.27
(.47)
.42
(.72)
.00*
(.00)

.13
(.56)
.69
(.86)
.00
(.00)

1.44+
(.75)
12.36***
(3.11)

Contribution
Contribution-Squared

1.58+
(.89)
16.79***
(3.99)
-.41
(.61)
7.54*
(3.63)

Responsiveness
Responsiveness-Squared

-.01
(.44)
2.36
(2.60)
8.21
(21.69)

Release Types
Release Type × Representation
Release Type × Representation-Squared

.35+
(.20)

-.46
(.78)
6.87
(4.29)
.05
(.39)

.29
(1.91)
-7.70
(7.01)

Release Type × Contribution
Release Type × Contribution-Squared

.31
(1.40)
1.81
(9.96)

Release Type × Responsiveness
Release Type ×Responsiveness-Squared
Fixed Effects of Month of Creation

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Intercept

.36
(.54)

.77
(.51)

.51
(.58)

.41
(.56)

.80
(.51)

.48
(.60)

Lowest VIF

1.48

1.36

1.29

Highest VIF

8.46

12.83

5.40

R2

.45

.50

.34

.46

.55

.34

Adjusted R2

.25

.32

.10

.22

.35

.05

Note: N = 62 releases.

Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Release Performance

Figure A.3 Relationship between Corporate-communal Representation and Release
Performance (Late-Stage Model 1)

High Corporate Representation

Low Corporate Representation
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Release Performance

Figure A.4 Relationship between Corporate-communal Contribution and Release
Performance (Late-Stage Model 2)

Low Corporate Contribution

High Corporate Contribution
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Release Performance

Figure A.5 Relationship between Corporate-communal Responsiveness and Release
Performance (Late-Stage Model 3)

Low Corporate Responsiveness

High Corporate Responsiveness
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Table A.7 (Alternative IV) Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Release Performance

1.00

2. Representation

-.46***

1.00

3. Contribution

-.43***

.44***

1.00

4. Responsiveness

-.29**

.49***

.67***

1.00

5. Release Types

-.09

-.03

-.14

-.20*

1.00

6. Merge Status

.46***

-.44***

-.42**

-.35***

-.12

1.00

7. Task Type

.08

-.07

-.02

-.20*

.10

-.04

1.00

8. Added Code

-.21*

.02

.01

-.04

.05

-.29**

.37***

1.00

Mean

.85

.15

.35

.21

.39

.60

.11

2712.06

Min

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

1.00

Max

4.00

.50

.60

.68

1.00

1.00

.67

30265.25

Standard Deviation

.62

.12

.14

.16

.49

.28

.12

5629.74

Note: N = 124 releases.
Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Table A.8 (Alternative IV) Hypotheses Testing
Project Release Performance (Star)
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

.63***
(.18)

.67***
(.19)
.49
(.41)
.00*
(.00)

.80***
(.19)
.32
(.44)
.00*
(.00)

.59**
(.18)
.94*
(.41)
.00*
(.00)
-3.22***
(.88)
9.39**
(3.52)

.63**
(.19)
.52
(.42)

.74***
(.20)
.39
(.45)
.00*
(.00)

Merge Status
Task Type
Added Code
Representation
Representation-Squared

.85*(.41)
.00+
(.00)
-3.70***
(.64)
11.24***
(2.58)

-.44
(.45)
7.62**
(2.32)

Contribution
Contribution-Squared

.00*(.00)

-.48
(.53)
10.79***
(2.90)
-1.14**
(.41)
4.58**
(1.70)

Responsiveness
Responsiveness-Squared

-.25+
(.14)
-1.49
(1.29)
5.19
(5.47)

Release Types
Release Type × Representation
Release Type × Representation-Squared

.03
(.13)

-1.06*
(.51)
3.59+
(1.92)
-.30+
(.17)

-.85
(.95)
-9.02+
(4.99)

Release Type × Contribution
Release Type × Contribution -Squared

-.13
(.82)
10.63
(6.67)

Release Type × Responsiveness
Release Type ×Responsiveness-Squared
Fixed Effects of Month of Creation

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Intercept

.12
(.22)

.23
(.22)

.18
(.23)

.22
(.22)

.26
(.22)

.25
(.23)

Lowest VIF

1.43

1.35

1.36

Highest VIF

6.35

5.47

2.94

R2

.49

.45

.39

.51

.47

.41

Adjusted R2

.41

.37

.29

.42

.38

.30

Note: N = 124 releases.

Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
*** Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level.
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
⁺ Correlation is significant at the 0.10 level.
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Release Performance

Figure A.6 Relationship between Corporate-communal Representation and Release
Performance (Alternative IV Model 1)

Low Corporate Representation

High Corporate Representation
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Release Performance

Figure A.7 Relationship between Corporate-communal Contribution and Release
Performance (Alternative IV Model 2)

Low Corporate Contribution

High Corporate Contribution
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Release Performance

Figure A.8 Relationship between Corporate-communal Responsiveness and Release
Performance (Alternative IV Model 3)

Low Corporate Responsiveness

High Corporate Responsiveness
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Appendix II: Intercoder Reliability
Building upon Lombard et al. (2002) research (p. 590), intercoder reliability “is assessed by
having two or more coders categorize units (programs, scenes, articles, stories, words, etc.), and
then using these categorizations to calculate a numerical index of the extent of agreement
between or among the coders.” Thus, we hired two Ph.D.-level coders to code the entire releases
into two types: consolidating and expanding releases. The inter-coder reliability reached 90%
after two rounds of coding training. Finally, these two coders compare their results and reach
agreements on the differences in the coding. The coding scheme and process are shown in Figure
5.3.
To calculate the intercoder reliability, we follow the insights of Lombard’s (2002) study on
content analysis to conduct two rounds of training for these two coders. Previous research has
shown researchers themselves can serve as coders (Lombard et al. 2002). Accordingly, one of
the coders is the author of this dissertation, and the other holds a Ph.D. degree in
Entrepreneurship. Before the training, the author of this dissertation introduces the general
background and the overall idea of this dissertation. Additionally, both coders have a wellestablished understanding of the GitHub dataset because of their prior research on GitHub. Each
training section includes ten randomly selected releases of SuiteCRM. Two coders coded all the
selected releases according to the release notes by following the definitions established in this
study (See Table 3.2 for the definitions of different types of releases). After the intercoder
reliability reached 90% by comparing their coding results, two coders coded the rest of the
releases. Finally, two coders compared their results and agreed on any existing differences.
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